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CHAPTER ONE 

Anyone who has lived along the west coast of North America 

may well know that, each year, hundreds of species of birds 

migrate seasonally up and down for various distances along 
that continental shelf. One of these species is the white
crowned sparrow. Their route in the fall takes them from 

Alaska to northern Mexico and then back north again every 
spring. Unlike most other birds, this type of sparrow has a 

highly unusual capacity for staying awake, for as long as seven 

days during migrations. This seasonal behavior enables them 
to fly and navigate by night and forage for nourishment by day 
without rest. Over the past five years the US Defense 

Department has spent large amounts of money to study these 
creatures. Researchers with government funding at various 

universities, notably in Madison, Wisconsin, have been inves

tigating the brain activity of the birds during these long sleepless 
periods, with the hope of acquiring knowledge applicable to 
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human beings. The aim is to discm·er ways to enable people to 

go without sleep and to function productively and efficient!~·. 

The initial objective, quite simply, is the creation of the sleep

less soldier, and the \vhite-crmmed sparrow study project i~ 

on!~ one small part of a broader military effort to achie\·e at 

lea~t limited ma9tery over human sleep. Initiated b~ the 

ad\ anced research di,·i~ion of the Pentagon (0ARPA1, 1 scien

tists in various labs are conducting experimental trials of 

sleeplessness techniques, including neurochemicals, gene 

therapy, and transcranial magnetic stimulation. The near-term 

goal is the development of methods to allow a combatant to go 

for a minimum of ~even da~·s without sleep. and in the longer 

term perhaps at least double that time frame, whde preservmg 

high levels of mental and physical performance. Existing 

means of producing sleeplessness have always been accompa

nied by deleterious cognitive and psychic deficit~ {for example, 

reduced alertness). This ''as the case \\·ith the \V!despread use 

of amphetamines in most twentieth-centur~ wars. and more 

recently with drugs like Prm·igil. The scientific quest here is 

not to find wa):S of stimulating wakefulness but rather to reduce 

the body's need for sleep. 

For mer two decades, the strategic logic of US militar~ 

planning has been directed toward removing the living indi

vidual from many parts of the command, control, and 

execution circuit. Untold billions are spent developing robotic 

and other remote-operated targeting and killing systems. \\ith 

resulb that have been dismayingly evident in Pakistan, 

Afghanistan, and elsewhere. However, despite the extra\·agant 
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claims made for new \\·eaponry paradigms and the constant 

references bv military analysts to the human agent as the 

anomalous ''bottleneck" in ach-anced systems operations, the 

military's need for large human armies is not going to dimin

ish in any foreseeable future. The sleeples5ness research 

should be understood as one part of a quest for soldiers \vhose 

phvsical capabilities will more close!~· approx1mate the func

tionalities of non-human apparatuses and networks. There are 

massive ongoing efforts by the scientific-militarv complex to 

develop forms of "augmented cognition" that will enhance 

many kinds of human-machine mtcraction. Simultaneously, 

the military is also funding many other areas of brain research, 

including the development of an anti-fear drug. There will be 

occasions\\ hen, for example, missile-armed drones cannot be 

used and death squads of sleep-resistant, fear-proofed 

commandos will be needed for miss10ns of indefinite dura

tion. As part of these endeavors, white-crowned sparrows haw 

been removed from the seasonal rhvthms of the Pacific coast 

environment to aid in the imposition of a machinic model of 

duration and efficiency onto the human bodv. As historv ha~ 

shmvn, \\·ar-related innovations are inevitably assimilated into 

a broader soCJal sphere, and the sleepless soldier would be the 

forerunner of the sleepless \Yorker or consumer. ~on-sleep 

products, when aggressively promoted h\ pharmaceutical 

companies, \Vould become first J life~tyle option, and eventu

ally, for many, a necessity. 

24/7 markets and a global infrastructure for continuom \York 

and consumption have been in place for some time, but now a 
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human subject is in the making to coincide with these more 

intensiveh·. 

In the late 1990s a Russian/European space consortium 

announced plans to build and launch into orbit satellites that 

would reflect sunlight back onto earth. The scheme called for 

a chain of many sCJtellites to be placed in sun-synchronized 

orbits CJt an altitude of 1700 kilometers, each one equipped 

with fold-out parabolic reflectors of paper-thin material. Once 

fully extended to 200 meters in diameter, each mirror satellite 

would have the capacity to illuminate a ten-square-mile area 

on earth \\'ith a brightness nearly l 00 times greater than moon

light. The initial impetus for the project was to provide 

illumination for industrial and natural resource exploitation in 

remote geographical areas with long polar nights 111 Siberia 

and ''estern Rmsia, allm, ing outdoor work to proceed round 

the clock. But the company 3ubseyuentl~ expanded its plans to 

include the possibility of suppl:·ing nighttime lighting for 

entire metropolitan areas. Reasoning that it could reduce 

energy co~t~ for electric lighting, the company's slogan pitched 

its sen·ice:; as ''daylight all night long." Opposition to the 

project arose immediately and from many directions. 

Astronomers expressed dismay because of the consequence~ 

for most earth-based space observation. Scientists and environ

mentalists declared it wnuld haw detrimental physiologicJl 

consequences for both animals and humans, in that the 

absence of regular alte'rnations beh\ een night and clay '' ould 

disrupt ,·arious metabolic patterns. including sleep. There 
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were also protests from cultural and humanitarian groups, who 

argued that the night sky is a commons to which all of human

ity is entitled to have access, and that the ability to experience 

the darkness of night and observe the stars is a basic human 

right that no corporation can nullify. Howe\·er, if this is in any 

sense a right or priYilege, it is already being violated for oYer 

half of the world's population in cities that are em·eloped 

continuously in a penumbra of smog and high-intensity illumi

nation. Defenders of the project, though, asserted that such 

technology \\'Otdd help lower nocturnal use of electricity, and 

that a loss of the night sky and its darkness is a small price to 

pay for reducing global energy consumption. In any case, this 

ultimately unworkable enterprise is one particular instance of 

a contemporary imaginary in which a state of permanent illu

mination is inseparable from the non-stop operation of global 

exchange and circulation. In its entrepreneurial excess, the 

project is a hyperbolic expression of an institutional intoler

ance of whate\·er obscures or prevents an instrumentalized and 

unending condition of visibility. 

One of the forms of torture endured bv the mam· ,·ictims of 

extrajudicial rendition, and by others imprisoned since 200 I, 
has been the use of sleep depm·ation. The facts surrounding 

one individual detainee have been widely noted, but his treat

ment was similar to the fate of hundreds of others \\'hose cases 

are less \Yell documented. Mohammed al-Qahtani \\'as tortured 

according to the specifications of \Yhat is nm\· known as the 

Pentagon'~ "First Special Interrogation Plan," c1uthorized b, 
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Donald Rumsfeld. Al-Qahtani was deprived of sleep for most 

of the time during a hYo-month period, when he was subjected 

to interrogations that often lasted hventy hours at a time. He 

was confined, unable to lie clown, in tiny cubicles that were lit 

\\"ith high-intensity lamps and into \vhich loud music \vas 

broadcast. Within the military intelligence community these 

prisons are referred to as Dark Sites, although one of the loca

tions where al-Qahtani was incarcerated was code-named 

Camp Bright Lights. This is hardly the first time sleep depriva

tion has been used by Americans or their surrogates. It is 

misleading in some ways to single it out because, for 

Mohammed al-Qahtani and many others, sleep deprivation 

was only one part of a larger program of beatings, humiliations, 

prolonged restraint, and simulated drownings. Many of these 

"programs" for extrajudicial prisoners were custom designed 

by psychologists on Behavioral Science Consultation Teams to 

exploit what they had determined to be individual emotional 

and physical vulnerabilities. 

Sleep deprivation as torture can be traced back many centu

ries, but its' systematic use coincides historically with the 

availability of electric lighting and the means for sustained 

sound amplification. First practiced routinely by Stalin's police 

in the 1930s, sleep deprivation was usually the initial part of 

\Vhat the NKVD torturers called "the conveyor belt" -the 

organized sequences of brutalities, of useless \·iolence that 

irreparably damages human beings. It produces psychosis after 

a relatively short period of time, and after several \Veeks begins 

to cause neurological damage. In experiments, rats \Yill die 
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after hvo to three weeks of sleeplessness. It leads to an extreme 

state of helplessness and compliance, in \vhich extraction of 

meaningful information from the victim is impossible, in 

which one will confess to or fabricate anything. The denial of 

sleep is the \·iolent dispossession of self by external force, the 

calculated shattering of an individual. 

Certainly, the United States has long been invoh·ecl in the 

practice of torture directly and through its client regimes, but 

notable of the post-9/ll period has been its easy relocation into 

the light of public \·isibilitv as merely one controversial topic 

among others. Numerom opinion polls show that a maJority of 

Americans approve of torture under some circumstances. 

tvlainstream media discussions consistently reject the assertion 

that sleep deprivation is torture. Rather, it is categorized as 

psychological persuasion, acceptable to many in the same way 

as is the force-feeding of hunger-striking prisoners. As Jane 

l\'layer reported in her book The Dark Side, sleep depri\·ation 

was justified cynically in Pentagon documents by the fact that 

US Navy Seals are required to go on simulated missions \Vith

out sleeping for hvo clays. : It is important to note that the 

treatment of so-called "high-interest" prisoners at Guantanamo 

and elsewhere combined explicit forms of torture with 

complete control over sensory and perceptual experience. 

Inmates are required to live in windowless cells that are always 

lit, and they must wear eye and ear coverings that block out 

light and sound whene\·er they are escorted out of their cells to 

preclude any awareness of night and day, or of any stimulus 

that could provide cues to their whereabouts. This regime of 
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perceptual deprivation often extends to routine daily contact 

between prisoners and guards. during which the latter are fully 

armored. gloYecl. and helmeted with one-way Plexiglas visors 

so that the prisoner is denied any visible relation to a human 

face. or e\'en an inch of exposed skin. These are techniques 

Jncl procedures ±Dr producing abject states of compliance , and 

one of the le\'els on which this occurs is through the fabrica

tion of a \\oriel that radicallv excludes the possibility of care, 

protection, or solace . 

This particular constellation of recent events provides a pris

matic vantage point onto some of the plural consequences of 

neoliberal globalization and of longer processes of Western 

modernization. I do not intend to give this grouping any pri,·i

leged explanatory significance; rather, it makes up a provisional 

opening onto some of the paradm.es of the expanding, non

stop life-world of twenty-first-centu~' capitalism-paradoxes 

that are inseparable from shifting configurations ot sleep ,mel 

\\·aking, illumination and darkness, justice and terror, and 

from forms o'f exposure, unprotectedness, and vulnerability. It 
might be objected that I have singled out exceptional or 

extreme phenomena, but if so, they are not disconnected from 

what have become normative trajectories and conditions else

" here. One of those conditions can be characterized as a 

generalized inscription of human life into duration without 

breaks, defined by a principle of continuous functioning. It is a 

time that no longer passes, beyond clock time. 

Behind the vacuitv of the catchphrase, 2-+r' is a static 
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redundancy that disavows its relation to the rl1\thmic and peri

odic textures of human life. It connotes an arbitrary. uninflected 

schema of a week, extracted from any unfolding of variegated or 

cumulati\·e experience. To say "2-f/365,'' for e\.ample. is simp!~· 

not the same. for this introduces an un\\'ielch· suggestion of an 

extended temporality in "·hich something might actuall~· 

change, in \vhich unforeseen e\·ents might happen .. As I indi

cated initially, many institutions in the developed world ha,·e 

been running 2+/7 for decades now. It is only recently that the 

elaboration, the modeling of one's personal and social identity. 

has been reorganized to conform to the uninterrupted operation 

of markets, information networks, and other systems. A 24r 
environment has the semblance of a social world, but it is actu

all~ · a non-social model of machinic performance and a 

suspension of ]i,·ing that does not disclose the human cost 

required to sustain its effectiveness. It must be distinguished 

from what Lukacs and others in the early twentieth centu~ 

identified as the emptv, homogenous time of modernity, the 

metric or calendar time of nations. of finance or industry, from 

\\'hich indi,·idual hopes or projects were excluded. \Vhat is new 

i~ the sweeping abandonment of the pretense that time is 

coupled to dny long-term undertaking5, even to fantasies of 

"progress'' or de\'elopment. An illuminated 24/7 world without 

shadows is the final capitalist mirage of post-historv. of an exor

cism of the otherness that is the motor of historical change. 

24/7 is a time of indifference, against which the fragility of 

human life is increasingly inadequate and \\'ithm \\'hich sleep 

has no necessity or inevitability. In relation to labor, it renders 
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plausible, even normal, the idea of working without pause, 

without limits. It is aligned with what is inanimate. inert, or 

unageing. As an advertising exhortation it decrees the absolute

ness of availability. and hence the ceaselessness of needs and 

their incitement, but also their perpetual non-fulfillment. The 

absence of restraints on consuming is not simp!~· temporal. 'vVe 

are long past an era in which maml) things were accumulated. 

Now our bodies and identities assimilate an ever-expanding 

surfeit of services, images, procedures, chemicah, to a to:-..ic and 

often f:Jtal threshold. The long-term smvival of the individU:Jl is 

always dispensable if the alternative might even indirectly admit 

the possibility of interludes with no shopping or its promotion . 

In related ways, 24/7 is inseparable from environmental catas

trophe in its declaration of permanent expenditure, of endles~ 

w:Jstefulness for its sustenance, in its terminal di ~ruption of tl:e 

cycles and ~e:Jsons on which ecological integrity depends. 

In its profound uselessness and intrinsic pa~sivity. with the 

incalculable losses it c:Juses in production time. circulation, 

and consumption, sleep \\"ill ah\·a~·s collide with the demands 

of a 241' universe. The huge portion of our live~ that \\"e spend 

asleep, freed from a morass of simulated needs, subsist~ as one 

of the great human affronts to the voraciou~ness of contempo

rary capitalism. Sleep is an uncompromising interruption o 

the theft of time from us by capitalism. ;\..-lost of the seeming!~ 

nreducib!e necessities of human life-hunger, thirst, sexual 

desire, and recently the need for friend~hip- have been 

remade into commodified or financialized form~ . Sleep poses 

the idea of a human need and interval of time that cannot be 
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colonized and harnessed to a massive engine of profitability, and 

thus remains an incongruous anomaly and site of crisis in the 

global present. In spite of all the scientific research in this area, 

it frustrates and confounds any strategies to exploit or reshape 

it. The stunning, inconceivable reality is that nothing of value 

can be extracted from it. 

It should be no surprise that there is an erosion of sleep nm,· 

e\ ·e~·,, here. gi,·en the immensity of\\ hat is at stake economi

cally. Q, er the course of the t\\"entieth centur~ there were 

steady inroads made against the time of sleep - the average 

North American adult now sleeps approximately six and a half 

hours a night, an erosion from eight hours a generation ago, 

and \hard as it is to believe ) clown from ten hours in the early 

hYentieth centurY. In the mid h\·enheth century the familiar 

adage that "we spend a third of our lives asleep" seemed to 

ha\·e an axiomatic certainty, a certainty that continues to be 

undermined. Sleep is a ubiquitous but unseen reminder of a 

premodernity that has never been fullv exceeded, of the agri

cultural uni\ erse which began vanishing -+00 years ago. The 

scandal of sleep is the embeddedness in our lives of the rlwth

mic oscillations of solar light and darkness, activity and rest. of 

\mrk and recuperation, that have been eradicated or neutral

ized else\vhere. Sleep of course has a dense histo~·. as does 

anything presumed to be natural. It has never been something 

monolithic or identical, and over centuries and millennia 1t 

has assumed many variegated forms and patterns. In the 1930s 

I\'larcel Mauss included both sleeping and\\ aking in 111S stud~ 
of "Bod~· Techniques." in \\·hich he sho\\·ed that aspects of 
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seemingly instinctive behaviors were in fact learned in an 

immense variety of ways through imitation or education. 

Nonetheless, it can still be suggested that there were crucial 

features common to sleep in the vast di\'ersity of premodern 

agrarian societies. 

By the mid seventeenth century, sleep became loosened from 

the stable po~ition it had occup1ed in now obsolete Aristotelian 

and Renaissance frame\vorks. Its incompatibility with modern 

notions of productivity and rationality began to be identified, 

and Descartes, H ume, and Locke were only a few of the philoso

phers who disparaged sleep for its irrelevance to the operation of 

the mind or the pursuit ofknowledge. It became devalued in the 

face of a privileging of consciousness and volition, of notions of 

utility, objectivity, and self-interested agency. For Locke, sleep 

was a regrettable if una\·oidable interruption of God's intended 

priorities for human beings: to be industrious and rational. In 

the very first paragraph of Hume's Treatise on Human Nature, 

sleep is lumped together with fe\·er and madness as examples of 

the obstacles to knowledge. By the mid nineteenth century, the 

asymmetrical relation between sleep and waking began to be 

conceptualized in hierarchical models in which sleep was 

understood as a regression to a lower and more primitive mode 

in which supposedly higher and more complex brain activi ty 

was inhibited. Schopenhauer is one of the rare thinkers \\ ho 

h1rned this hierarchy against itself and proposed that only in 

sleep could we locate "the true kernel" of human existence. 

In manv ways the uncertain status of sleep has to be under

stood in relation to the particular dynamic of modernit\ which 
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has invalidated any organization of reality into binary comple

mentaries. The homogenizing force of capitalism is 

incompatible \vith anr inherent structure of differentiation: 

sacred-profane, carnival-workday, nature-culture, machine

organism, and so on. Thus any persisting notions of sleep as 

somehow natural are rendered unacceptable. Of course, 

people will continue to sleep, and even sprawling megacities 

will still have nocturnal inten·als of relative quiescence. 

Nonetheless, sleep is now an experience cut loose from notions 

of necessity or nature. Instead, like so much else, it is concep

tualized as a variable but managed function that can only be 

defined instrumentally and physiologically. Recent research 

has shown that the number of people who wake themselves up 

once or more at night to check their messages or data is gro\\

ing exponentially. One seemingly inconsequential but 

pre\·alent linguistic figure is the machine-based designation of 

"sleep mode." The notion of an apparatus in a state of low

power readiness remakes the larger sense of sleep into simply a 

deferred or diminished condition of operahonality and access. 

It supersedes an off/on logic, so that nothmg is ever fundamen

tally "off" and there is never an actual state of rest. 

Sleep is an irrational and intolerable affirmation that there 

might be limits to the compatibility of living beings With the 

allegedly irresistible forces of modernization. One of the famil

iar truisms of contemporary critical thought is that there are no 

unalterable givens of nature-not e\·en death, according to 

those "·ho predict \\-e will all soon be downloading our minds 

into digital immortality. To believe that there are an\' essential 
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features that distmguish living beings from machines is, we are 

told b~ celebrated critics, naive and delusional. Why should 

an~'one object, they would counter, if new drugs could allow 

someone to work at their job 100 hours straight? \Vould not 

flexible and reducetl sleep time allow more personal freedom, 

the abilitv to customize one's life further in accordance with 

individual needs and desires? \Vould not less sleep allow more 

chance for "liYing life to the fullest"? But one might object that 

human beings are meant to sleep at night, that our own bodies 

are aligned with the daily rotation of our planet, and that 

seasonal and solar responsive behaviors occur in almost every 

liYing organism. To which the reply would likely be: perni

cious New Age nonsense, or e\·en worse, an ominous yearning 

for some Heideggerian connectedness to the earth. !\lore 

importantly, within the globalist neoliberal paradigm, sleeping 

is for losers. 

In the nineteenth centur), following the \\·Orst abuses in the 

treatment of workers that accompanied industrialization in 

Europe, facton· managers came to the realization that 1t would 

be more profitable if workers \\"ere allowed modest amounts of 

rest time to enable them to be more effecti'l·e and sustainable 

producers in the long run, as Anson Rabinbach has well 

shown in his work on the science of fatigue. But by the last 

decades of the twentieth century and into the present, with 

the collapse of controlled or mitigated forms of capitalism in 

the United States and Europe, there has ceased to be anv 

internal necessity for having rest and recuperation as compo

nents of economic growth and profitability. Time for human 
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rest and regeneration is now simply too expensiYe to be struc

turally possible within contemporary capitalism. Teresa Brennan 

coined the term "bioderegulation"' to describe the brutal 

discrepencies between the temporal operation of deregulated 

markets and the intrinsic physical limitations of the humans 

required to conform to these demands.' 

The decline in the long-term \·alue ofli\'ing labor provides no 

incenti\·e for rest or health to be economic pnorihes, as recent 

debates around healthcare have shown. There are nm\· very fe\\. 

significant interludes of human existence (With the colossal 

exception of sleep ) that have not been penetrated and taken over 

as work time, consumption time, or marketing time. In their 

analysis of contemporaf) capitalism, Luc Boltanski and E\•e 

Chiapello have pomted to the array of forces that esteem the indi

\·idual who is constantly engaged, interfacing, interacting, 

communicating, responding, or processing within some telematic 

milieu. In affluent regions of the globe, this has occurred, as ther 

note, amid the dissoh·ing of most of the borders between private 

and profe~sional hmc, between work and consumption. In their 

connectionist paradigm, the highest prenmnn is placed on acti\

ity for its own sake, "To ahvavs be doing something, to moYe, to 

change- this is what enjoys prestige, as against stabilil), which is 

often synonymous with inaction.''" This model of activil)' is not 

some transformation of an earlier work-ethic parCJdigm, but is an 

altogether new model of normativit\', and one that requires ?.:+rl 

temporalities for 1ts realization. 

To return briefly to the project mentioned earlier: the plan 

to launch huge orbiting reflectors as mirrors for solar light that 
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would eliminate the darkness of nighttime has something 

preposterous about it, like a low-tech survival of a merely 

mechanical scheme from Jules Verne or early twentieth
century science fiction. In fact, the first experimental launches 

were essentially failures-on one occasion the reflectors did 
not unfold into p~sition properly, and on another, dense cloud 
cover over a test city prevented a convincing demonstration of 

its capabilities. Its ambitions might seem related to a broad set 

of panoptic practices developed over the last 200 years. That is, 
it points back to the importance of illumination in Bentham's 
original model of the Panopticon, which called for flooding 
space with light to eliminate shadows, and to make a condition 
of full observability synonymous with effects of control. But for 

several decades other kinds of satellites have performed in far 

more sophisticated ways the operations of actual surveillance 
and accumulation of information. A modernized panopticism 

has expanded well beyond visible wavelengths of light to other 
parts of the spectrum, not to mention the many kinds of non

optical scanners and thermal and bio-sensors. The satellite 

project is perhaps better understood as a perpetuation of more 
plainly utilitarian practices initiated in the nineteenth century. 

Wolfgang Schivelbusch, in his history of lighting technology, 
shows how the broad deployment of urban street lights by the 
1880s had achieved two interrelated goals: it reduced long

standing anxieties about various dangers associated with 
nocturnal darkness, and it expanded the time frame and thus 

the profitability of many economic activities. 5 The illumina

tion of the nighttime was a symbolic demonstration of what 
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apologists for capitalism had promised throughout the nine

teenth century: it would be the twin guarantee of security and 

increased possibilities for prosperity, supposedly improving the 
fabric of social existence for everyone. In this sense, the trium

phal installation of a 24n world is a fulfillment of that earlier 
project, but with benefits and prosperity accruing mainly to a 

powerful global elite. 
24n steadily undermines distinctions between day and 

night, between light and dark, and between action and repose. 
It is a zone of insensibility, of amnesia, of what defeats the 
possibility of experience. To paraphrase Maurice Blanchot, it 
is both of and after the disaster, characterized by the empty sky, 

in which no star or sign is visible, in which one's bearings are 
lost and orientation is impossible.6 More concretely, it is like a 

state of emergency, when a bank of floodlights are suddenly 

switched on in the middle of the night, seemingly as a response 
to some extreme circumstances, but which never get turned 
off and become domesticated into a permanent condition. 
The planet becomes reimagined as a non-stop work site or an 

always open shopping mall of infinite choices, tasks, selec

tions, and digressions. Sleeplessness is the state in which 
producing, consuming, and discarding occur without pause, 

hastening the exhaustion oflife and the depletion of resources. 
As the major remaining obstacle-in effect, the last of what 

Marx called "natural barriers" -to the full realization of 24n 

capitalism, sleep cannot be eliminated. But it can be wrecked 

and despoiled, and, as my opening examples show, methods 
and motivations to accomplish this wrecking are fully in place. 
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The injuring of sleep is inseparable from the ongoing disman

tling of social protections in other spheres. Just as universal 

access to clean drinking water has been programmatically 

devastated around the globe by pollution and privatization, 

with the accompanying monetization of bottled water. it is not 

difficult to see a similar construction of scarcity in relation to 

sleep. All of the encroachments on it create the insomniac 

conditions in \vhich sleep must be bought (even if one is paying 

for a chemically modified state only approximating actual 

sleep). Statistics of soaring use of hypnotics show that, in 20 I 0, 

around fifty million Americans were prescribed compounds 

like Ambien or Lunesta, and manv millions more bought over

the-counter sleep products. But it would be misguided to 

imagine an amelioration of current conditions that would allow 

people to sleep soundly and wake refreshed. At this point in 

time, even a less oppressively organized world would not likely 

eliminate insomnia. Sleeplessness takes on its historical signifi

cance and its particuldr affecti,·e texture in relation to the 

collective experiences external to it, and insomnia is now insep

arable from 'man) other forms of dispossession and social ruin 

occurring globally. As an indi,·idual privation in our present, it 

is continuous with a generalized condition of worldlessness. 

The philosopher Emmanuel Levinas is one of several think

ers '' ho hm·e tried to engage the meanings of insomnia in the 

context of recent history.- Insomnia, he argues, is a way of 

imagining the extreme difficulty of individual responsibility in 

the face of the catastrophes of our era. Part of the modernized 

world we inhabit is the ubiquitous \'isibilih of useless violence 
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and the human suffering it causes. This visibility, in all its 

mixed forms, IS a glare that ought to thoroughly disturb any 

complacency, that ought to preclude the restful unmindful

ness of sleep. Insomnia corresponds to the necessit) of 

vigilance. to a refusal to overlook the horror and mjustice that 

pervades the \\-oriel. It is the disquiet of the effort to a\'Oid inat

tention to the torment of the other. But its disquiet is also the 

frustrating mcfficacv of an ethic of watchfulness; the act of 

witne~sing and its monotony can become a mere enduring of 

the night, of the disaster. It is neither in public nor fully private. 

For Lc,·inas, insomnia always ho,·crs behveen a self-absorption 

and a radical dcper~onalization; it does not exclude a concern 

for the other, but it pro\'H.le~ no clear sense of a space for the 

other\ presence. It is where we face the near impo~sibilii)' of 

li,·ing humanely. For sleeplessness mmi be distinguished from 

an unrelie,·ecl \vakcfulness, "1th its almost unbearable atten

tion to suftcring and the boundlessnes~ of respons1 biht)· that 

would impose. 

.\ 2-t/7 '' orlcl is a di~enchanted one in its eradication of shad

mrs and obscunh and of alternate temporalities. It is a world 

identical to itself, a world with the shallowe.~t of pasts, and thus 

in principle mthout specters. But the homogcneih of the 

present is an effect of the fraudulent bnghtness that presumes 

to cxtenLl e\·cry\\"here and to preempt am mvstcn· or unknmY

ability. A 2411 \\oriel procluceo an apparent equiYalence 

bet\\·een \\"h<Jt is immechatel)· available, accessible, or utiliza

ble and \\·hJt e'l.ists. The spectral is, in scme wav. the intrusion 

or disruption of the pre.'>ent by something out of time and lw 
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the ghosts of what has not been deleted by modernity, of victims 

who will not be forgotten, of unfulfilled emancipation. The 
routines of 24n can neutralize or absorb many dislocating 

experiences of return that could potentially undermine the 
substantiality and identity of the present and its apparent self

sufficiency. One of the most pres-Cient engagements with the 
place of the spectral in an illuminated world without day or 
night is Andrei Tarkovsky's 1972 film Solaris. It is the story of 

several scientists on a spacecraft orbiting an enigmatic alien 
planet to observe its activity for possible inconsistencies with 

existing scientific theory. For the inhabitants of the brightly lit 
and artificial environment of the space station, insomnia is a 
chronic condition. In this milieu, inimical to rest or retreat, 
and in which one lives exposed and externalized, there is a 

breakdown of cognitive control. Under the extremity of these 

conditions, one is overtaken not just by hallucinations but by 
the presence of ghosts, in the film referred to as "visitors." The 
sensory impoverishment of the space station environment and 
the loss of diurnal time loosen one's psychic hold on a stable 

present, allowing dream as the bearer of memory to be relo

cated into waking life. For Tarkovsky, this proximity of the 
spectral and the living force of remembrance enables one to 

remain human in an inhuman world, and makes sleeplessness 
and exposure bearable. Coming as it did in the tentative spaces 
of cultural experiment in the early 1970s Soviet Union, Solaris 
shows that to acknowledge and affirm these ghostly returns, 

after repeated denials and repressions, is a pathway toward the 
attainability of freedom or happiness. 
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A current in contemporary political theory posits exposure 
as a fundamental or transhistorical feature of what has always 

constituted an individual. Rather than being autonomous or 

self-sufficient, an individual cannot be understood except in 
relation to what is outside them, to an otherness that faces 

them.8 Only around this state of vulnerability can there be an 
opening onto the dependencies by which society is sustained. 
However, we are now at a historical moment when this bare 

condition of exposure has been unhinged from its relation to 
communal forms that at least tentatively offered safekeeping or 

care. Especially relevant here is the exploration of these prob
lems in the work of Hannah Arendt. Over many years, she used 
figures oflight and visibility in her accounts of what was neces
sary for there to be any substantive political life. For an 

individual to have political effectiveness, there needed to be a 
balance, a moving back and forth between the bright, even 
harsh exposure of public activity and the protected, shielded 
sphere of domestic or private life, of what she calls "the dark
ness of sheltered existence." Elsewhere she refers to "the 

twilight that suffuses our private and intimate lives." Without 

that space or time of privacy, away from "the implacable bright 

light of the constant presence of others on the public scene," 
there could be no possibility of the nurturing of the singularity 
of the self, a self that could make a substantive contribution to 

exchanges about the common good. 
For Arendt, the private sphere had to be distinct from the 

individual pursuit of material happiness in which the self is 
defined through acquisitiveness, and by what it consumes. In 
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The Human Condition she elaborated these two realms in 

terms of a rhythmic balance between exhaustion and regen

eration: the exhaustion resulting from labor or activity in the 

world, and the regeneration that regularly occurs \vithin an 

enclosed and shaded domesticitv. Arendt was well aware that 

her model 'Of mutually sustaining relations between public 

and private had only infrequently been historically actualized. 

But she saw even the possibilities of such a balance profoundly 

threatened by the rise of an economy in \vhich "things must 

be almost as quickly devoured and discarded as they have 

appeared in the world," making impossible any shared recog

nition of common interests or goals. \Vriting in the midst of 

the Cold War 1950s. she had the perspicacity to say: if ''we 

were truly nothing but members of a consumer society we 

would no longer live in a world at all, we would simply be 

driven by a process in whose ever-recurring cycles things 

appear and disappear."9 She was equally cognizant of how 

public life and the sphere of work were for most people expe

riences of estrangement. 

There are many familiar and related utterances, from 

William Blake's "May God us keep from single vision and 

Newton's sleep." Carlyle's "over our noblest faculties is spread

ing a nightmare sleep," and Emerson's "sleep lingers all our 

lifetime about our eyes," to Guy Debord's "The spectacle 

expresses nothing more than society's \vish for sleep." It would 

be easy to accumulate hundreds of other examples of this 

im·erted characterization of the waking portion of modern 

social experience. Images of a society of sleepers come from 
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the left and right, from high culture and low, and have been a 

constant feature of cinema from Caligari to The Matrix. 
Common to these evocations of mass somnambulance is the 

suggestion of impaired or diminished perceptual capabilities 

combined with routinized, habitual, or trance-like behavior. 

Most mainstream social theory prescribes that modern indi

viduals live and act, at least intermittently, in states that are 

emphatically unsleeplike-states of self-awareness in which 

one has the ability to evaluate events and information as a 

rational and objective participant in public or civic life. Any 

positions that characterize people as bereft of agency, as passive 

automatons open to manipulation or behavioral management, 

are usually deemed reductive or irresponsible. 

At the same time, most notions of political awakenings are 

considered equally disturbing, in that they imply a sudden and 

irrational conversion-like process. One has only to remember 

the main election slogan of the Nazi Party in the early 1930s: 

''Deutschland Em·ache!" Germany awake! More remote 

historically is Saint Paul's Letter to the Romans: "Knowing the 

time, that now it is high time to awake out of sleep ... let us 

cast off the works of darkness and put on the armor of light." Or 

more recently and tediously, the call by anti-Ceaw;escu forces 

in 1989: "A,vake Romanians from the deep sleep put upon you 

by a tyrant's hands." Political and religious awakenings are 

usually mticulated in perceptual terms as a newfound ability to 

see through a veil to a true state of things, to discriminate an 

inverted world from one right-side-up, or to recover a lost truth 

that becomes the negation of whatever one has awoken from . 
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An epiphanic disturbance of the numbed blandness of routine 

existence, to wake is to recm·er authenticity as opposed to the 

numbed vacancy of sleep. In this sense, a\\'akening is a form of 

decisionism: the experience of a redemptive moment that 

seems to disrupt historical time, in which an individual under

goes a self-transforming encounter \\'ith a previouslv unknown 

future. But this whole category of figures and metaphors is now 

incongruous in the face of a global system that never sleeps, as 

if to ensure that no potentially disturbing awakening is ever 

necessary or relevant. If anything survives of the iconography 

of dawn and sunrise, it is around what Nietzsche identified as 

the demand, formulated by Socrates, for a "permanent da~·light 

of reason."lll But since Nietzsche's time, there has been an 

enormous and irre\·ersible transfer of human "reason'' to the 

241':' operations of information processing networks, and to the 

unending transmission of light through fiber-optic circuitry. 

Paradoxically, sleep is a figure for a subjectivity on \\'hich 

power can operate ,,-ith the least political resistance and a 

condition that finally cannot be instrumentalized or control

led externally-that e\·ades or frustrates the demands of global 

consumer society. Thus it hardly needs to be said that the many 

cliches in social and cultural discourse depend on a mono

lithic or fatuous sense of sleep. l'v'laurice Blanchot, Maurice 

Merleau-Ponty, and \Valter Benjamin are only a few of the 

twentieth-century thinkers who hm·e meditated on the 

profound ambiguity of sleep and on the Impossibility of posi

tioning it in any binary schema. Clearly, sleep needs to be 

understood in relation to distinctions between pri,·ate and 
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public, between the individual and the collective, but ahays 

in recognition of their permeability and proximity. The larger 

thrust of my argument is that, in the context of our own present. 

sleep can stand for the durability of the social, and that sleep 

might be analogous to other thresholds at which society could - - . 

defend or protect itself. As the most private, most vulnerable 

state common to all, sleep i~ crucially dependent on society in 

order to be sustained. 

In Thomas Hobbes's Leviathan, one of the vivid examples of 

the insecuritv of the state of nature is the defenselessness of an 

indi,·idual sleeper against the numerous perils and predators to 

be feared on a nightly basis. Thus, a rudimentary obligation of 

the commonwealth is to provide security for the sleeper, not 

only from actual dangers but-equally important-from anxi

ety about them. The protection for the sleeper provided by the 

commonwealth occurs within a larger refiguring of the social 

relation bet\\'ecn securit\ and ~leep. :\t the outset of the seven

teenth century, one finds the remains of an imagined hierarch~ 

that distinguished the more-than-human capabilities of a lord 

or so,·ereign ,,-hose omniscient pmvers, at least symbolically. 

did not succumb to the disabling conditions of sleep, from the 

somatic instincts of ordinary toiling men ancl women. I-lo\\'ever, 

in Shake'>pearc's HL'nrv the Fifth and Cen·antcs·~ Don Quixote 
one finds hoth the articulation and the hollo\\'ing out of tim 

hierarchical model. hJr King Henrv, the relevant distinction is 

not simph bet\vcen sleep ancl wakefulness, hut bet\\•een a 

perceptual vigilance sustained throughout "the all-watched 

night" and the wund slumber and "vacant mind" of the 
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yeomen or peasant. Sancho Panza, from a different vantage 
point, divides the world into those, like himself, who were born 

to sleep and those, like his master, who were born to watch. In 

both texts, even though the obligations associated with rank 
superficially survive, there is a parallel awareness of the obso
lescence and merely formal persistence of this paternalistic 
model of watchfulness. 

Hobbes's work is an important indication of a transforma

tion in both the guarantee of security and the needs of the 
sleeper. New kinds of dangers have displaced those that 
concerned Henry and the master of Sancho Panza, and these 

perils are addressed in a contractual arrangement no longer 
founded on a natural order of earthly and heavenly positions. 
The great inaugural bourgeois republics, like Hobbes's imag

ined commonwealth, were exclusionary in that they existed to 

serve the needs of propertied classes. Thus the security offered 
to the sleeper turns not simply on physical or bodily safety, but 

on the protection of property and goods while one slept. Also, 
the potential menace to the peaceful sleep of the ownership 

class comes from the poor and indigent, whereas the lowliest, 

even the "wretched slave," were fully included among the 
sleepers over whom King Henry was obliged to keep watch. 

The relationship between property and the right or privilege of 
restful sleep has its origins in the seventeenth century, and 
remains in force today in the cities of the twenty-first century. 

Public spaces are now comprehensively planned to deter sleep
ing, often including-with an intrinsic cruelty-the serrated 

design of benches and other elevated surfaces that prevent a 
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human body from reclining on them. The pervasive but 
socially disregarded phenomenon of urban homelessness 

entails many deprivations, yet few are more acute than the 

hazards and insecurities of unsheltered sleep. 
In a larger sense, however, the contract that purported to 

offer protection for anyone, whether propertied or not, has 

long been broken. In Kafka's work we find the ubiquity of the 
conditions that Arendt identified as the absence of spaces or 

times in which there can be repose and regeneration. The 
Castle, "The Burrow," and other texts repeatedly convey a 
sense of the insomnia and the obligatory watchfulness that 

accompany modem forms of isolation and estrangement. In 
The Castle there is a reversal of the older model of sovereign 
protection: here the desultory vigilance and enervating wake

fulness of the Land Surveyor mark his inferiority and 

irrelevance to the slumbering officials of the castle bureauc
racy. Kafka's "The Burrow," a tale of creaturely existence 

reduced to the obsessive and anxious pursuit of self-preserva
tion, is one of the bleakest portrayals in literature of life as a 

solitude cut off from any mutuality. It is a dark prospectus of 
human life in the absence of community or civil society, at a 
furthest remove from the collective forms of living in the 

recently established kibbutzim, to which Kafka was so 

attracted. 
The devastating reality of the absence of protection or secu

rity for those most in need of it was horrifyingly evident in the 
1984 Bhopal chemical plant disaster in India. Shortly after 
midnight on December 1, a leak of highly toxic gas from a 
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poorly maintained storage tank killed tens of thousands of 

nearb~· residents, most of them sleeping at the time. l'viany 

thousands more died m·er the weeks and months following, 

with an even greater number injured and disabled perma

nenth. Bhopal remains a stark disclosure of the discordance 

between C(')rpor8te globalization and the possibility of security 

and sustainabilit:y for human communities. In the decades 

since 198-f, the continuing repudiation by Union Carbide of 

any responsibdity or of justice for the victims confirms that 

the disaster itself cannot be pmecl as an accident, and that, in 

the context of corporate operations, the Yictims were inher

ently superfluous. Certainly, the consequences of the incident 

\Yotdd ha,·e been equally horrific had it occurred in daytime, 

but that it did take place at night underscores the unique 

mlnerability of the sleeper in a ,,·oriel from whi ch long-stand

ing social safeguards haYe vanished, or where they haYe been 

debilitated. A number of fundamental a:;snrnptions about the 

cohesion of social relations come together arm mel the issue of 

sleep-in the reciprocity bebYeen mlnerabilit:y and trust, 

between exposure and care. Crucial is the dependence on the 

safekeeping of others for the re\ ! \ ·i~ ·i ng carelessness of ~Jeep, 
for a periodic interval of being free of fears, and for J tempo

ra'":l· "forgetfulness of evil."! ! \s the corrosion of sleep 

intensifies, it may become clearer how the solicitude that i ~ 

essential for the sleeper is not qua!itatl\·ely different from t!te 

protectiveness th<1t is required b~, more immediate!~ ob,·ious 

and acute forms of social sufferi112;. 
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Z-+r' announces a time without time, a time extracted from any 

material or identifiable demarcations, a time without sequence 

or recurrence. In its peremptor~ reductiveness, it celebrates a 

hallucination of presence, of an unalterable permanence 

composed of incessant, frictionless operations. It belongs to the 

aftermath of a common life made into the object of technics. 

It also resonates indirectly but powerfully as an inJunction, as 

\\hat some theorists call an "order-word." Deleuze and Guattari 

describe the ''mot d' ordre" as a command. as an instrumentali

zation of language that aims either to preserve or to create 

social reality, and whose effect, finally, is to create fear. ' In spite 

of its insubstantiality and abstraction as a slogan, the implaca

bility of 2-f/7 is its impossible temporality. It is always a 

reprimand and a deprecation of the weakness and inadequacy 

of human time, with its blurred, meandering textures. It efface.<, 

the releYance or value of an~ respite or variabilit\. Its heralding 
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of the convenience of perpetual access conceals its cancella
tion of the periodicity that shaped the life of most cultures for 

several millennia: the diurnal pulse of waking and sleeping 
and the longer alternations between days of work and a day of 

worship or rest, which for the ancient Mesopotamians, 
Hebrews, and others became -'a seven-day week. In other 

ancient cultures, in Rome and in Egypt, there were eight- and 

ten-day weeks organized around market days or the quarter 
phases of the moon. The weekend is the modem residue of 

those long-standing systems, but even this marking of temporal 
differentiation is eroded by the imposition of 24n homogene

ity. Of course, these earlier distinctions (the individual days of 
the week, holidays, seasonal breaks) persist, but their signifi
cance and legibility is being effaced by the monotonous 
indistinction of 24n. 

If 24n can be provisionally conceptualized as an order
word, its force is not as a demand for actual compliance or 

conformity to its apodictic format. Rather, the effectiveness of 
24n lies in the incompatibility it lays bare, in the discrepancy 

between a human life-world and the evocation of a switched
on universe for which no off-switch exists. Of course, no 

individual can ever be shopping, gaming, working, blogging, 
downloading, or texting 24n. However, since no moment, 

place, or situation now exists in which one can not shop, 
consume, or exploit networked resources, there is a relentless 
incursion of the non-time of 24n into every aspect of social 

or personal life. There are, for example, almost no circum

stances now that can not be recorded or archived as digital 
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imagery or information. The promotion and adoption of 
wireless technologies, and their annihilation of the singular

ity of place and event, is simply an after-effect of new 
institutional requirements. In its despoliation of the rich 
textures and indeterminations of human time, 24n simultane

ously incites an unsustainable and self-liquidating identification 

with its fantasmatic requirements; it solicits an open-ended but 
always unfinished investment in the many products for facili

tating this identification. It does not eliminate experiences 

external to or unreliant on it, but it does impoverish and dimin
ish them. The examples of how in-use devices and apparatuses 
have an impact on small-scale forms of sociality (a meal, a 
conversation, or a classroom) may have become common

places, but the cumulative harm sustained is nonetheless 

significant. One inhabits a world in which long-standing 
notions of shared experience atrophy, and yet one never actu
ally attains the gratifications or rewards promised by the most 

recent technological options. In spite of the omnipresent proc
lamations of the compatibility, even harmonization, between 
human time and the temporalities of networked systems, the 

lived realities of this relationship are disjunctions, fractures, 

and continual disequilibrium. 
Deleuze and Guattari went to the point of comparing the 

order-word to "a death sentence." Historically and rhetorically, 
it may have shed some of this original meaning, but a judg

ment thus enunciated continues to operate within a system in 

which power is exercised on bodies. They also note that the 
order-word is simultaneously "a warning cry [and] a message to 
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flee." As an announcement of its absolute unliveability, 24n is 
comprehensible in terms of this two-sidedness. It not only 
incites in the individual subject an exclusive focus on getting, 

having, winning, gawking, squandering,· and deriding, but is 
fully interwoven with mechanisms of control that maintain the 
superfluousness and powerl'essness of the subject of its 

demands. The externalization of the individual into a site of 
non-stop scrutiny and regulation is effectively continuous with 

the organization of state terror and the military-police para

digm of full-spectrum dominance. 
To take one of many examples, the expanded use of 

unmanned drone missiles has been made possible by an intel

ligence-gathering system which the US Air Force has named 
Operation Gorgon Stare. It refers to a collection of surveil

lance and data-analysis resources that "sees" unblinkingly 
24n, indifferent to day, night, or weather, and that is lethally 

oblivious to the specificity of the living beings it targets. The 
terror of 24n is evident not only in the drone attacks, but also 

in th~ ongoing practice of night raids by Special Forces, begin
ning in Iraq, and now in Mghanistan and elsewhere. Provided 

with logistical satellite intelligence from Gorgon Stare, outfit
ted with advanced night-vision equipment, and arriving 

without warning in low-noise stealth helicopters, US teams 
conduct night assaults on villages and settlements with the 
overt aim of targeted assassination. Both the drones and night 

raids have aroused extraordinary anger among the Mghan 

population, not only for their homicidal consequences but also 
for the calculated ruination of nighttime itself. Part of the 
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larger strategic intent, in the context of tribal cultures in 
Mghanistan, is to shatter the communally shared interval of 

sleep and restoration, and impose in its place a permanent 
state of fearfulness from which escape is not possible. It is a 

parallel application of the psychological techniques deployed 
in Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo to a broader population that 

exploits the vulnerability of sleep and the social patterns 
sustaining it with mechanized forms of terror. 

Even though I have made several characterizations of 24n 
around figures of a perpetual illumination, it is important to 
stress that these have a limited usefulness if taken literally; 24n 
denotes the wreckage of the day as much as it concerns the 

extinguishing of darkness and obscurity. Desolating any lumi
nous conditions except those of functionality, 24n is part of an 

immense incapacitation of visual experience. It coincides with 
an omnipresent field of operations and expectations to which 
one is exposed and in which individual optical activity is made 

the object of observation and management. Within this field, 
the contingency and variability of the visible world are no 
longer accessible. The most important recent changes concern 

not new machine forms of visualization, but the ways in which 

there has been a disintegration of human abilities to see, espe
cially of an ability to join visual discriminations with social and 

ethical valuations. With an infinite cafeteria of solicitation and 
attraction perpetually available, 24n disables vision through 

processes of homogenization, redundancy, and acceleration. 

Contrary to many claims, there is an ongoing diminution of 
mental and perceptual capabilities rather than their expansion 
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or modulation. Current arrangements are comparable to the 
glare of high-intensity illumination or of white-out conditions, 

in which there is a paucity of tonal differentiation out of which 
one can make perceptual distinctions and orient oneself to 

shared temporalities. Glare here is not a phenomenon ofliteral 
brightness; but rather of the uninterrupted harshness of monot

onous stimulation in which a larger range of responsive 
capacities are frozen or neutralized. 

In Jean-Luc Godard's In Praise of Love (2001) an off-screen 

voice poses a question: "When did the gaze collapse?" 
("Quand est-ce-que le regard a bascule?'') and pursues a possi
ble response with another question: "Was it ten years, fifteen 

years, or even fifty years ago, before television?" No specific 
answer is forthcoming, for in this and other recent films, 

Godard makes clear that the crisis of the observer and the 
image is a cumulative one, with overlapping historical roots, 
unrelated to any specific technologies. In Praise of Love is a 

meditation by Godard on memory, resistance, and inter
generational responsibility, and in it he makes clear that 
something fundamental has changed in the way in which we 

see, or fail to see, the world. Part of this failure, he suggests, 

stems from a damaged relation to the past and to memory. We 
are swamped with images and information about the past and 

its recent catastrophes- but there is also a growing incapacity 
to engage these traces in ways that could move beyond them, 
in the interest of a common future. Amid the mass amnesia 

sustained by the culture of global capitalism, images have 
become one of the many depleted and disposable elements 
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that, in their intrinsic archiveability, end up never being 

discarded, contributing to an ever more congealed and future
less present. At times, Godard seems to hold out hope for the 

possibility of images that would be completely useless to capi
talism, but, as much as anyone, he never overestimates the 
immunity of any image to recuperation and neutralization. 

One of the most numbingly familiar assumptions in discus
sions of contemporary technological culture is that there has 
been an epochal shift in a relatively short period of time, in 

which new information and communication technologies 
have supplanted a broad set of older cultural forms. This 

historical break is described and theorized in various ways, 

involving accounts of a change from industrial production to 
post-industrial processes and services, from analog to digital 
media, or from a print-based culture to a global society unified 

by the instantaneous circulation of data and information. Most 
often, such periodizations depend on comparative parallels 

with earlier historical periods that are defined by specific tech
nological innovations. Thus, accompanying the assertion that 
we have entered a new and unprecedented era, there is the 

reassuring insistence on a correspondence with, for example, 
"the Gutenberg era" or "the industrial revolution." In other 

words, accounts of rupture simultaneously affirm a continuity 

with larger patterns and sequences of technological change 
and innovation. 

Often suggested is the notion that we are now in the midst of 

a transitional phase, passing from one "age" to another, and 
only at the beginnings of the latter. This presupposes an 
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unsettled interlude of social and subjective adaptations lasting 

a generation or hvo, before a new era of relative stability is 

securely in place. One of the consequences of representing 

global contemporaneity in the form of a new technological 

epoch is the sense of historical inevitability attributed to 

changes in large-scale economic developments and in the 

micro-phenomena of everyday life. The idea of technological 

change as quasi-autonomous, driven by some process of auto

poesis or self-organization, allmvs many aspects of contemporary 

social reality to be accepted as necessary, unalterable circum

stances, akin to facts of nature. In the false placement of today's 

most visible products and devices \vithin an explanatory line

age that includes the wheel. the pointed arch, movable type, 

and so forth, there is a concealment of the most important 

techniques invented in the last 150 years: the various systems 

for the management and control of human beings. 

This pseudo-historical formulation of the present as a digital 

age. supposedly homologous with a "bronze age" or "steam 

age," perpetuates the illusion of a unifying and durable coher

ence 'to the many incommensurable constituents of 

contemporary experience. Of the numerous presentations of 

this delusion, the promotional and intellectually spurious 

works of futurists such as Nicholas Negroponte, Esther Dyson, 

Kevin Kelly, and Raymond Kurzweil can stand as flagrant 

examples. One of the underpinnings of this assumption is the 

popular truism that todav's teenagers and younger children are 

all no\V harmoniously inhabiting the inclusive and seamless 

intelligibility of their technological worlds. This generational 
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characterization supposedly confirms that, \Vithin another few 

decades or less, a transitional phase will have ended and there 

will be billions of indi\·iduals with a similar level of technologi

cal competence and basic intellectual assumptions. \Vith a 

ne\v paradigm fully in place, there will be innovation, but in 

this scenario it will occur within the stable and enduring 

conceptual and functional parameters of this "digital" epoch. 

However, the very different actuality of our time is the calcu

lated maintenance of an ongoing state of transition. There 

never will be a "catching up" on either a social or individual 

basis in relation to continually changing technological require

ments. For the vast majority of people, our perceptual and 

cognitive relationship to communication and information 

technology will continue to be estranged and disempowered 

because of the velocitv at which new products emerge and at 

which arbitrary reconfigurations of entire systems take place. 

This intensified rhythm precludes the possibility of becoming 

familiar with any given arrangement. Certain cultural theorists 

insist that such conditions can easily be the basis for neutral

izing institutional power, but actual evidence supporting this 

\·ie\v is non-existent. 

At a fundamental level, this is hardly a new state of affairs. 

The logic of economic modernization in play today can be 

traced directly back to the mid nineteenth century. Marx was 

one of the first to understand the intrinsic incompatibilih• of 

capitalism with stable or durable social forms, and the lmtorv 

of the last 150 years Is inseparable from the "comtant revolu

tionizing" of forms of production, circulation, communication, 
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and image-making. However, during that century and a half, 

within specific areas of cultural and economic life, there were 

numerous intervals of apparent stability. when certain institu

tions and arrangements seemed abiding or long-lasting. For 

example, cinema, as a technological form, appeared to consist 

of some relativeh· fixed elements and relations from the late 

1920s into the 1 G60s or even earlv 197 0s. As I discuss in 

Chapter 3, television in the US seemed to have a matenal and 

experiential consistency from the l 950s into the 1970s. These 

periods, in \vhich certain key features seemed to be perma

nent, allowed critics to expound theories of cinema, television, 

or video based on the assumption that these forms or systems 

had certain essential self-defining characteristics. In retrospect, 

what were most often identified as essential \\'ere temporary 

elements of larger constellations whose rates of change were 

variable and unpredictable. 

In a related manner. many ambitious attempts have been 

made since the 1 990s to articulate the defining or intrinsic 

manifestations of ''ne\\. media." Even the most intelligent of 

these efforts are often limited by their implicit assumption, 

conditioned by studies of previous historical moments, that the 

key task is to outline and analyze a new technological/discur

sive paradigm or regime, and, most importantly, that this ne\\' 

regime is derivable from the actual devices, networks, appara

tuses, codes, and global architectures now in place. But it must 

be emphasized that we are not, as such accounts suggest, 

simply passing from one dominant arrangement of machinic 

and discursi,·e systems to another. That books and essays 
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written on new media only fin:: ~·ears ago are already outdated 

is particularly telling, and anything \\'ritten with the same goal 

tod::1y \\ill become dated in far less time. At present, the partic

ular operation and effects of specific new machines or net\\'orks 

are less important than hmY the rh~thm'>. speeds. and formats 

of accelerated and intensified consumption are reshaping 

experience and perception. 

To take one of many possible examples from recent critical 

literature : ~ever,1l years ago a German media theorist proposed 

that the cell phone equipped with visual display represents a 

"re,·olutionary" break with pre\'Ious technological forms, 

including all earlier telephone~. He argued that, because of its 

mobility. the miniaturization of the ~creen, and its ability to 

display data and video, it \\'as ··a truly radical development." 

Even if one is inclmed to approach technological lmtor~ as 

sequences demarcated b\· inventions and breakthroughs. the 

relevance of this particular apparatus \\'ill be notabl~· and ine\'i

tabh· short-lived. It is more useful to understand such a device 

as mere!~· one element in a transient flux of compulsor~· and 

disposable products. Ver~· different display formats are alreacl\· 

on the near horizon, some im·olnng the augmented realities of 

see-through interfaces and small head-worn devices, in which 

a virtual screen will be identical with one's field of ,·ision. Also, 

there is the development of gesture-based computing in which. 

instead of a click. a wave. a nod, or the blink of an e~·e will 

suffice as a command. Before long these may well displace the 

apparent ubiquity and necessity of hand-held, touch-based 

de,·ices, and thereb~ cancel any special historical claims for 
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,,-hat came before. But if and when such devices are intro

duced (and no doubt labeled as revolutionary), they will simply 

be facilitating the perpetuation of the same banal exercise of 

non-stop consumption, social isolation, and political power

lessnes,, rather than representing some historically significant 

turning point. And they too will occupy only a brief inten·al of 

currency before their inevitable replacement and transit to the 

global ,,·aste piles of techno-trash. The on!~ consistent factor 

connecting the otherwise desultory succession of consumer 

products and scn·ices is the intensifying integration of one's 

time and acti,·itv into the parameters of electronic exchange. 

Billions of dollars are spent every year researching how to 

reduce decision-making time, how to eliminate the useless 

time of reflection and contemplation. This is the form of 

contemporary progress - the relentless capture and control of 

time and experience. 

As many have noted, the form that innm ation takes within 

capitalism is as the continual simulation of the ne\\, while 

existing relations of po\\·er and control remain effecti,·ely the 

same. For much of the twentieth century, novelty production, 

in spite of its repetitiveness and nullity, was often marketed to 

coincide with a social imagination of a future more advanced 

than, or at least unlile, the present. \Vithin the framework of a 

mid-h\ entieth-century futunsm, the products one purchased 

and fit into one's life seemed vaguely linked with popular 

evocations of eventual global prosperity, automation benignly 

displacing human labor, space exploration. the elimination of 

crime and disease, and so on. There was at least the misplaced 
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belief in technological solutions to intractable social problems. 

NmY the accelerated tempo of apparent change deletes any 

scme of an extended time frame that is shared collectively, 

which might sustain even a nebulous anticipation of a future 

distinct from contemporary real ity. 24/7 is shaped around incli

'iclual goals of competitiveness, advancement, acquisitiveness, 

personal security, and comfort at the e>;pense of others. The 

future is so close at hand that it is imaginable only by its conti

nuity \\ ith the striving for individual gain or sunrival in the 

shall em est of presents. 

l\1y argument may 'ecm to contain hvo inconsistent threads. 

On one hand I am affirming. along with some other writers, 

that the shape of contemporary technological culture still 

corresponds to the logic of modernization as it unfolded in the 

later nineteenth century-that is to say, that some key features 

of early-twenty-first-century capital ism can still be linked with 

aspects of the industnal projects associated with 'vVerner 

Siemem, Thomas Edison. and George Eastman. Their names 

can stand emblematically for the development of \e rtically 

integrated corporate empire' that reshaped crucial a'pects of 

social behavior. Their pre<>cient am bitions were realized 

through ( 1) an understanding of human needs as always muta

ble and expandable, (2 ) an embryonic conception of the 

commodity as potentially convertible into abstract flows. 

\\·hether of images. sounds. or energy, ( 3) effective measures to 

decrease circulation time, and H l in the case of Eastman and 

Edison, an emly but clear vision of the economic reciprocities 

behvcen "hardware" ami ''software ." The comequcnce~ of 
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these nineteenth-century models, especially the facilitation 

and maximization of content distribution, would impose them

selves onto human life much more comprehensively 
throughout the twentieth century. 

On the other hand, sometime in the late twentieth century it 
' ~ is possible to identify a constellation of forces and entities distinct 

from those of the nineteenth century and its sequential phases of 

modernization. By the 1990s, a thoroughgoing transformation of 

vertical integration had taken place, exemplified most familiarly 

by the innovations of Microsoft, Coogle, and others, even 

though some remnants of older hierarchical structures persisted 

alongside newer, more flexible and capillary models of imple

mentation and control. Within this emerging context, 

technological consumption coincides with and becomes indis

tinguishable from strategies and effects of power. Certainly, for 

much of the twentieth century, the organization of consumer 

societies was never unconnected with forms of social regulation 

and subjection, but now the management of economic behavior 

is synonymous with the formation and perpetuation of mallea

ble and assenting individuals. An older logic of planned 

obsolescence continues to operate, propelling the demand for 

replacement or enhancement. However, even if the dynamic 

behind product innovation is still linked to the rate of profit or to 

corporate competition for sector dominance, the heightened 

tempo of"improved" or reconfigured systems, models, and plat

forms is a crucial part of the remaking of a subject and of the 

intensification of control. Docility and separation are not indi

rect by-products of a financialized global economy, but are 
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among its primary aims. There is an ever closer linking of indi

vidual needs with the functional and ideological programs in 

which each new product is embedded. "Products" are hardly 

just devices or physical apparatuses, but various services and 

interconnections that quickly become the dominant or exclu

sive ontological templates of one's social reality. 
But this contemporary phenomenon of acceleration is not 

simply a linear succession of innovations in which there is a 

substitution of a new item for something out of date. Each 

replacement is always accompanied by an exponential increase 

beyond the previous number of choices and options. It is a 

continuous process of distension and expansion, occurring 

simultaneously on different levels and in different locations, a 

process in which there is a multiplication of the areas of time 

and experience that are annexed to new machinic tasks and 

demands. A logic of displacement (or obsolescence) is 

conjoined with a broadening and diversifying of the processes 

and flows to which an individual becomes effectively linked. 

Any apparent technological novelty is also a qualitative dila

tion of one's accommodation to and dependence on 24n 
routines; it is also part of an expansion in the number of points 

at which an individual is made into an application of new 

control systems and enterprises. 
However, it must be said that, at present, individuals experi

ence the workings of a global economy in very different ways. 

Within cosmopolitan sectors of the planet, the strategies of 

disempowerment using mandatory techniques of digital 

personalization and self-administration flourish even among 
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'er~ low-income groups. At the same time, there arc \·a~t 

numbers of human beings, bare!~· at or be]o,,· subsistence ]eye!, 

'' ho cannot he integrated into the new requ1remenb of 

markets, and the~ · arc irrelevant and expendable. Death, in 

man~ guises, i ~ one of the b~-products of neoliberalism: \\hen 

people hm c nothing further that can be taken from them, 

whether resources or labor pm\ er. the) are quite simply di~po~

able. Hm\e\·cr, the current increase in sexual slaver~: and the 

grm\·ing traffic in organs and bodv parts suggest that the outer 

limit of di~posability can be profitabJ~ .. enlarged to meet the 

demands ot new market sectors. 

Thi~ unrelenting rhythm of technological consumption, as 

it has deYeloped m·er the past two or three decades, pre\·ents 

any significant period of time elapsing in which the use of a 

gi' en product. or assemblage of them. could become familiar 

enough to constitute merely the background elements of one's 

life. Operational and performative capabilities assume a prior

i~ that merrides the significance of anything that might once 

ha\-e been thought of a~ "content."' Rather than being a means 

to a larger set'of ends, the apparatm is the end itself. It~ purpose 

is directing its user to an eYer Illore efficient fulfillment of its 

0\\"n routine tasks and functions. It is s~ stemicall~· impossible 

that there might be a clearing or pause in \Yhich a longer-term 

time frame of trans-individual concerns and projects might 

come into Yiew. The \try brief lifespan of a gi\ en apparatus or 

arrangement encompasses the pleasure and prestige a~sociatecl 

'' ith its ownership, but simultaneously includes an awarenes~ 

that the object at hand is tainted with impermanence and 
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decay from the outset. Older cycles of replacement were at 

least long enough for the consensual illusion of semi-perma

nence to hold swav for a while. Now the brevitv of the . . 
interlude before a high-tech product literally becomes 

garbage requires two contradictor) attitudes to coexist: on 

one hand, the initial need and/or desire for the product, but, 

on the other, an affirmative identification with the process of 

inexorable cancellation and replacement. The acceleration 

of novelty production is a disabling of collective memory, and 

it means that the evaporation of historical knowledge no 

longer has to be implemented from the top down. The condi

tior~s of communication and information access on an 

e\·ervday le,·el ensure the ~ystematic erasure of the past as part 

of the [mtasmatic construction of the present. 

lnevitabl)', such ~hort cycles \\·ill, for some, produce anxie

ties about outmocledness and frustrations of various kinds. 

However it is important to acknowledge the attractive incite

ments to align oneself with a continually evolving sequence 

based on promises of enhanced funcbonali~', even if any 

substantive benefits are always deferred. At present, the desire 

to accumulate objects is less important than the confirmation 

that one's life is coinciding with whatever applications, devices, 

or networks are. at any gi\ en moment, available and heavily 

promoted. From this vantage point, accelerated patterns of 

acquiring and discarding are never something regrettable, but 

rather a tangible sign of one's access to the flows and capabili

ties most in demand. Following Boltanski and Chiapello, 

social phenomena that are characterized b) the appearance of 
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stasis or slow rates of change are marginalized and drained of 

value or desirability. Committing to acti,·ities where time spent 

cannot be leveraged through an interface and its links is now 

something to be avoided or done sparingly. 

Submission to these arrangements is near irresistible because 

of the portent of'social and economic failure-the fear of fall

ing behind, of being deemed outdated. The rhythms of 

technological consumption are inseparable from the require

ment of continual self-administration. E,·ery new product or 

service presents itself as essential for the bureaucratic organiza

tion of one's life, and there is an ever-growing number of 

routines and needs that constitute this life that no one has 

actually chosen. The privatization and compartmentalization 

of one's activities in this sphere are able to sustain the illusion 

one can "outwit the system'' and de,·ise a unique or superior 

relation to these tasks that is either more enterprising or seem

ingly less compromised. The m~th of the lone hacker 

perpetuates the fantasy that the asymmetrical relation of incli

\'idual to network can be creatively played to the former's 

advantage. II~ actuality there is an imposed and inescapable 

uniformity to our compulsory labor of self-management. The 

illusion of choice and autonomy is one of the foundations of 

this global system of auto-regulation. In many places one still 

encounters the assertion that contemporary technological 

arrangements are essentially a neutral set of tools that can be 

used in many different ways, including in the service of an 

emancipatory politics. The philosopher Giorgio .'\gam ben has 

refuted such claims, countering that "today there IS not e\·en a 
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single instant in which the life of individuals is not modeled. 

contaminated or controlled by some apparatus." He contends 

convincingly th<1t "it is impossible for the subject of an app8ra

tus to use it 'in the right \V<ly.' Those who continue to promote 

similar arguments are, for their part, the product of the media 

apparatus in which they are captured."2 

To be preoccupied with the aesthetic properties of digital 

imagery, <.1s are many theorists and critics, is to evade the subor

dination of the image to a broad field of non-visual operations 

and requirements. Most images are now produced and circu

l<lted in the service of maximizing the amount of time spent in 

habitual forms of individual self-management and self-regula

tion Frednc Jameson has argued that, with the breakdmm of 

significant distinctions between what had been the spheres of 

work and leisure, the impcrahve to look at image~ i~ central to 

the functioning of most hegemonic institutions tod<.1y. He inch

cates how mass culture imagery up to the mid twentieth 

century often provided wavs of evading the prohibitiom of a 

~uper-ego. ' No\\· in a reversal, the demand for manclaton· 2-f/7 

immersion in visual content effectivelv becomes <1 new form of 

institutional super-ego. Of course, more images . of many 

kinds, are looked at, are seen, than eve r before, but it is within 

what Foucault has clescribecl as a "network of permanent obser

vation.'' Most of the historically accumulated understandings 

of the term "obsen•er" are dcst<.lbilizecl under such conditions: 

that is, ,,-hen mdividual acts of vision are unendinglv solicited 

for conversion into infonn<.1tion that will both enhance tech

nologies of control and be a form of smplus \·alue in a 
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marketplace based on the accumulation of data on user behav

ior. There is a much more literal overturning of assumptions 

about the position and agency of an observer in the expanding 
array of technical means for making acts of seeing themselves 
into objects of observation. 

The most advanced forms of su~eillance and data analysis 

used by intelligence agencies are now equally indispensable to 

the marketing strategies of large businesses. Widely employed 
are screens or other forms of display that track eye movements, 
as well as durations and fixations of visual interest in sequences 

or streams of graphic information. One's casual perusal of a 
single web page can be minutely analyzed and quantified in 
terms of how the eye scans, pauses, moves, and gives attentive 

priority to some areas over others. Even in the ambulatory 

space of big department stores, eye-tracking scanners provide 
detailed information about individual behavior-for example, 

determining how long one looked at items that one did not 

buy. A generously funded research field of optical ergonomics 
has been in place for some time. Passively and often voluntar

ily, one no'w collaborates in one's own surveillance and 
data-mining. This inevitably spirals into more fine-grained 

procedures for intervention in both individual and collective 
behavior. At the same time, images are essentially continuous 

with all the non-visual forms of information that one engages 
regularly. An instrumentalized sensory perception is merely 

one accompanying element in the accumulated activities of 
accessing, storage, formatting, manipulation, circulation, and 

exchange. Incalculable streams of images are omnipresent 
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24n, but what finally occupies individual attention is the 

management of the technical conditions that surround them: 

all the expanding determinations of delivery, display, format, 
storage, upgrades, and accessories. 

Everywhere one encounters the complacent and preposter
ous assumption that these systemic patterns are "here to stay," 

and that such levels of technological consumption are extend
able to a planetary population of seven going on ten billion. 

Many who celebrate the transformative potential of communi
cation networks are oblivious to the oppressive forms of human 
labor and environmental ravages on which their fantasies of 
virtuality and dematerialization depend. Even among the 

plural voices affirming that "another world is possible," there is 

often the expedient misconception that economic justice, miti
gation of climate change, and egalitarian social relations can 
somehow occur alongside the continued existence of corpora

tions like Coogle, Apple, and General Electric. Challenges to 
these delusions encounter intellectual policing of many kinds. 

There is an effective prohibition not only on the critique of 
mandatory technological consumption but also on the articu
lation of how existing technical capabilities and premises could 

be deployed in the service of human and social needs, rather 
than the requirements of capital and empire. The narrow and 

monopolized set of electronic products and services available 
at any given moment masquerades as the all-enveloping 
phenomenon of "technology." Even a partial refusal of the 

intensively marketed offerings of multinational corporations is 
construed as opposition to technology itself. To characterize 
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current arrangements, in reality untenable and unsustainable, 

as anything but inevitable and unalterable is a contemporary 

heresy. It is impermissible for there to be credible or visible 
options of living outside the demands of 24n communication 
and consumption. Any questioning or discrediting of what is 
currently the most efficient means•bf producing acquiescence 

and docility, of promoting self-interest as the raison d'etre of all 
social activity, is rigorously marginalized. To articulate strate

gies of living that would delink technology from a logic of 
greed, accumulation, and environmental despoliation merits 
sustained forms of institutional prohibition. Notably, the task 

of such policing is undertaken by that class of academics and 
critics that Paul Nizan called les chiens de garde: today the 

watchdogs are those technophilic intellectuals and writers 

anxious to qualify for media attention and eager for rewards 
and access from those in power. Of course, there are many 
other powerful obstacles to the public imagination of creative 
relations between technology and social reality. 

Philosopher' Bernard Stiegler has written widely on the conse
quences of what he sees as the homogenization of perceptual 
experience within contemporary culture.4 He is especially 

concerned with the global circulation of mass-produced 
"temporal objects," which, for him, include movies, television 

programs, popular music, and video clips. Stiegler cites the 
advent of widespread internet use in the mid 1990s as a deci

sive turning point (his key date is 1992) in the impact of these 
industrial audiovisuq.l products. Over the last two decades, he 
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believes, they have been responsible for a "mass synchroniza

tion" of consciousness and memory. The standardization of 

experience on such a large scale, he argues, entails a loss of 
subjective identity and singularity; it also leads to the disastrous 
disappearance of individual participation and creativity in the 

making of the symbols we all exchange and share. His notion 
of synchronization is radically unlike what I referred to earlier 

as shared temporalities, in which the co-presence of differ

ences and otherness could be the basis for provisional publics 
or communities. Stiegler concludes there is an ongoing 
destruction of the "primordial narcissism" essential for a 

human being to care for themselves or for others, and he points 

to the many episodes of mass murder/suicide as ominous 

results of this widespread psychic and existential damage.5 He 
calls urgently for the creation of counter-products that might 
reintroduce singularity into cultural experience and somehow 

disconnect desire from the imperatives of consumption. 
Stiegler's work is representative of a broader shift away from 

more celebratory accounts in the mid 1990s of the relation 

between globalization and new information technologies. 

There were many then who predicted the opening up of a 
multicultural world of local rationalities, of a diasporic and 
multi-centered pluralism, based on electronic public spheres. 

In Stiegler's view, hopes for such developments were based on 
a misunderstanding of what was driving many processes of 

globalization. For him, the 1990s opened onto a hyper-indus
trial era, not a post-industrial one, in which a logic of mass 
production was suddenly aligned with techniques that, in 
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unprecedented way~, combine fabrication, distribution, and 

subjectivalion on a planetary scale. 

While much of Stiegler's argument is compelling, I believe 

that the problem of "temporal objects'' is secondary to the 

larger systemic colonization of individual expenence that I 

have been discussing. Most important nov\' is not the captme 

of attenti,·eness by a delimited object-a mm·ie, tele,·ision 

program, or piece of music-whose mass reception seems to 

be Stiegler's main preoccupation, but rather the remaking of 

attention into repetitii·e operations and responses that alwa~·s 

overlap \vith acts of looking or listening. It is less the homoge

neity of media products that perpetuates the separ<Ition, 

isolation, and neutralization of indiYiduals than the larger c~nd 

compulsory arrangements within "hich these elements. and 

many others, are consumed. Visual and auditory "content" is 

most often ephemeral, interchangeable material that, in addi

tion to it~ commodity ~tatus. circulates to habituate and ,-aliclate 

one's immer.~ion in the exigencies of t\\'enly-first-centu~ capi

talism. Stiegler tend~ lo characterize audiovisual media in 

terms of a reL1tively passive model of reception, drawn in some 

respects from the phenomenon of broadcast television. One of 

his telling examples is the final match of the soccer World 

Cup, when billions literal!~ ''· alch the same images on TV 

simultaneously. But th:s notion of reception di~regards the 

status of current media procluds as resources to be acti1·el~ 

managed and manipulated. e\:changed. re,·ie\ved, arc:hi1·ed, 

recommended. "follo\\·ed." .-\.n~' act of viewing is layered with 

options of simultaneous and interrupti1·e actions, choices, and 
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feedback. The idea of long blocks of time spent exclusiYel~ as 

a spectator is outmoded. This time is far too valuable not to be 

leveraged with plural sources of solicitation and choices that 

ma:-,imize possibilities of monetiLation and that allm\' the 

continuous accumulation of information about the user. 

It is also important to consider other omnipresent elec

tronic industries of temporal objects, though ones that are 

more open-ended and indeterminate in their effects: for exam

ple, online gambling, internetpornograph~, and' ideo-gaming. 

The dri1·es and appetites at stake here, \\'ith their illusions of 

master~·. 1vinning and possession, are crucial models for the 

intensification of 2-+1':" consumption. An extended examina

tion of these more volatile forms would likelv complicate 

Stiegler's conclusions about the capture of des1re or the 

collapse of primordial narcissism. Admittedlv, Stiegler's poshJ

lation of a global mass s\·nchronization is nuanced, hard!~ 

reducible to the notion of e\ ·er~·one thinking or doing the 

same thing; and it IS based on a sustained, it recondite. 

phenomenolog~· of retention and memorv. ]\;onetheless, 

against his idea of the industrial homogenization of conscious

ness and its Amn, one can counterpose the parcellization and 

fragmentation of shared zones of experience into fabricated 

microll'orlds of affect~ and ~1mbols. The unfathomable 

amount of accessible information can be deplm·ecl and 

arranged 111 the ~en·ice of an~thing , personal or political. 

ho\\'ever aberrant or con\'entional. Through the unlimited 

possibilities of filtering and customization, indinduals in close 

physical proximitv can inhabit incommemurable and 
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non-communicating universes. However, the vast majority of 

these microworlds, despite their patently different content, 

have a monotonous sameness in their temporal patterns and 
segmentations. 

There are other contemporary forms of mass synchroniza
tion not directly tied to commu'iiication and information 

networks. A crucial example would be many of the conse

quences of the global traffic in pyschoactive drugs, both legal 
and illegal, including the growing blurred area between them 
(painkillers, tranquilizers, amphetamines, and so on). The 

hundreds of millions of people taking new compounds for 
depression, bipolar conditions, hyperactivity, and numerous 

other designations make up various aggregates of individuals 
whose nervous systems have been similarly modified. The 

same can obviously be said of the enormous constituencies, on 
every continent, buying and using illegal substances, whether 
opiates and coca derivatives or the proliferating number of 

designer drugs. Thus, on one hand, there is a vague uniformity 
of response and behavior among the users of a specific pharma

ceutical product; but, on the other, there is the global 

patchwork of different drug-using populations, often physically 
proximate, but made up of highly disparate affects, drives, and 
incapacitations. The same difficulty arises with the problem of 

drugs as with that of media objects-the impossibility and the 
irrelevance of isolating any single determinant as responsible 

for the alteration of consciousness. There are shifting and 
indistinct composites of elements in the ingestion of both elec
tronic flows and neuro-chemicals. 
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My intention is not to address the huge topic of the relation 

between drugs and media-or to test the familiar hypothesis 

that every medium is a drug, and vice versa. Rather, I want to 
stress how the patterns of consumption generated by current 
media and communication products are also present in other 
expanding global marketplaces-for example, in the ones 

controlled by major pharmaceutical corporations. Here too is 
a related acceleration of the tempo at which new and suppos

edly upgraded products are introduced. At the same time, 
there is a multiplication of the physical or psychological states 
for which new drugs are developed and then promoted as 

effective and obligatory treatments. As with digital devices and 
services, there is a fabrication of pseudo-necessities, or defi

ciencies for which new commodities are essential solutions. In 

addition, the pharmaceutical industry, in partnership with the 
neurosciences, is a vivid example of the financialization and 
externalization of what used to be thought of as "inner life." 

Over the last two decades, a growing range of emotional states 
have been incrementally pathologized in order to create vast 

new markets for previously unneeded products. The fluctuat
ing textures of human affect and emotion that are only 

imprecisely suggested by the notions of shyness, anxiety, varia
ble sexual desire, distraction, or sadness have been falsely 

converted into medical disorders to be targeted by hugely prof
itable drugs. 

Of the many links between the use of psychotropic drugs 
and communication devices, one is their parallel production 
of forms of social compliance. But emphasizing only docility 
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and tranquillization bypasses the fantasies of agency and enter
prise also underpinning the markets for both these categories 

of products. For example, the widespread adult use of ADHD 
drugs is often driven by the hope of enhancing one's perform
ance and competitiveness in the workplace-and, more 
harshly, methamphetamine addi'ction is often linked to 

destructive delusions about performance and self-aggrandize

ment. A generalized sameness is inevitably one result of the 
global scale of the markets in question, and their dependence 
on the consistent or predictable actions oflarge populations. It 
is attained not by the making of similar individuals, as theories 
of mass society used to assert, but through the reduction or 
elimination of differences, by narrowing the range of behaviors 

that can function effectively or successfully in most contempo

rary institutional contexts. Thus, above a relatively low 
economic stratum, a new blandness flourishes almost every
where that accelerated consumption has become 

normalized-not just in certain professional strata, social 
groups, or age groups. Paul Valery foresaw some of this as early 

as the 1920s in his understanding that technocratic civilization 

would eventually eliminate any ill-defined or incommensura
ble form of life within its spheres of operation. 6 To be bland is 
a becoming "smooth," as distinct from the idea of a mold that 

the word "conformity" often implies. Deviations are flattened 
or effaced, leading to that which is "neither irritating nor invig

orating." (OED) This has been most evident over the last 
decade or so in the disappearance or domestication of what 
once constituted a much wider range of the markers of cultural 
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marginality or outsider status. The omnipresence of 24/7 

milieus is one of the conditions for this flattening, but 24/7 

should be understood not simply as a homogenous and unvari

egated time, but rather as a disabled and derelict diachrony. 
Certainly, there are differentiated temporalities, but the range 
and depth of distinctions between them diminishes, and an 

unimpeded substitutability between times becomes normal
ized. Conventional and older durational units persist (like 
"nine to five" or "Monday to Friday"), but overlaid onto them 

are all the practices of individual time management made 
possible by 24/7 networks and markets. 

In the past, forms of repetitive labor, in spite of their tedium 

or oppressiveness, have not always precluded satisfactions 
derived from one's limited mastery or efficient operation of 

tools or machinery. As some historians have shown, modern 
systems of labor could not have flourished without the cultiva

tion of new values in the context of industrialization to replace 
the ones that had sustained craft or artisanal work. The possi
bility of a sense of accomplishment in some end product of 

one's work became less and less tenable in large factory condi

tions. Instead, there arose ways of encouraging an identification 
with machinic processes themselves. Part of the culture of 

modernity took shape around various affirmations that there 
could be individual gratification from emulating the impervi
ous rhythms, efficiency, and dynamism of mechanization. 

However, what were often ambivalent or merely symbolic 

compensations in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have 
become a more intensive set of both real and imagined 
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satisfactions. Because of the permeability, even indistinction, 

between the times of work and ofleisure, the skills and gestures 

that once would have been restricted to the workplace are now 

a universal part of the 24n texture of one's electronic life. The 

ubiquity of technological interfaces inevitably leads users to 

strive for increa'sing fluency and ad~ptness . But the proficiency 

one acquires with each particular application or tool is effec

tively a greater harmonization with the intrinsic functional 

requirement continually to reduce the time of any exchange or 

operation. Apparatuses solicit a seemingly frictionless handling, 

dexterity, and know-how that is self-satisfying, and that can also 

impress others as a superior ability to make efficient or reward

ing use of technological resources. The sense of individual 

ingenuity provides the temporary conviction that one is on the 

winning side of the system, somehow coming out ahead; but in 

the end there is a generalized leveling of all users into inter

changeable objects of the same mass dispossession of time and 

praxis. 

lndividu~l habituation to these tempos has had devastating 

social and environmental consequences, and has produced a 

collective normalization of this ceaseless displacement and 

discarding. Because loss is continually created, an atrophied 

memory ceases to recognize it as such. The primary self-narra

tion of one's life shifts in its fundamental composition. Instead 

of a formulaic sequence of places and events associated with 

family, work, and relationships, the main thread of one's life

story now is the electronic commodities and media services 

through which all experience has been filtered, recorded, or 
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constructed. As the possibility of a single lifetime job vanishes, 

the enduring lifework available for most is the elaboration of 

one's relation to apparatuses. Everything once loosely consid

ered to be "personal" is now reconfigured so as to facilitate the 
fabricating of oneself into a jumble of identities that exist only 

as effects of temporary technological arrangements. 

The frameworks through which the world can be under

stood continue to be depleted of complexity, drained of 

whatever is unplanned or unforeseen. So many long-standing 

and multivalent forms of social exchange have been remade 
into habitual · sequences of solicitation and response. At the 

same time, the range of what constitutes response becomes 

formulaic and, in most instances, is reduced to a small inven

tory o~ possible gestures or choices. Because one's bank account 

and one's friendships can now be managed through identical 

machinic operations and gestures, there is a growing homoge

nization of what used to be entirely unrelated areas of 

experience. At the same time, whatever remaining pockets of 

everyday life are not directed toward quantitative or acquisitive 

ends, or cannot be adapted to telematic participation, tend to 

deteriorate in esteem and desirability. Real-life activities that 

do not have an online correlate begin to atrophy, or cease to be 

relevant. There is an insurmountable asymmetry that degrades 

any local event or exchange. Because of the infinity of content 

accessible 24n, there will always be something online more 

informative, surprising, funny, diverting, impressive than 

anything in one's immediate actual circumstances. It is now a 
given that a limitless availability of information or images can 
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trump or override any human-scale communication or explo
ration of ideas. 

According to the Tiqqun collective, we have become the 
innocuous, pliable inhabitants of global urban societiesJ Even 
in the absence of any direct compulsion, we choose to do what 
we are told to do; we allow the nfanagement of our bodies, our 

ideas, our entertainment, and all our imaginary needs to be 

externally imposed. We buy products that have been recom

mended to us through the monitoring of our electronic lives, 
and then we voluntarily leave feedback for others about what 
we have purchased. We are the compliant subject who submits 
to all manner of biometric and surveillance intrusion, and who 
ingests toxic food and water and lives near nuclear reactors 

without complaint. The absolute abdication of responsibility 

for living is indicated by the titles of the many bestselling 
guides that tell us, with a grim fatality, the 1,000 movies to see 
before we die, the I 00 tourist destinations to visit before we die, 
the 500 books to read before we die. 
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In a well-known work of art there are some significant and 

early anticipations of the 24n temporalities discussed so far. 

The British artist Joseph Wright of Derby produced a painting 
around 1782 titled Arkwright's Cotton Mills by Night. It has 
been reproduced in many books on the history of industrializa

tion, to illustrate-often misleadingly-the impact of factory 
production on rural England (an impact that was not widely 

felt for many decades). The painting's strangeness comes in 

part from the understated but distinctly anti-picturesque 
implantation of six- and seven-story brick buildings within an 
otherwise untamed and wooded countryside. As historians 

have noted, they are structures without precedent in English 
architecture. Most unsettling, however, is the elaboration of a 

nocturnal scene in which the light of a full moon illuminating 

a cloud-filled sky coexists with the pin-points of windows lit by 
gas lamps in the cotton mills. The artificial lighting of the 
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factories announces the rationalized deployment of an abstract 

relation between time and work, severed from the cyclical 

temporalities of lunar and solar movements. The novelty of 
Arkwright's mills is not a mechanical determinant, like the 

steam engine (they were powered exclusively by water) or the 
recently fabricdted spinning fram~s. Instead, it is a radical 
reconceptualization of the relation between work and time: it 
is the idea of productive operations that do not stop, of profit

generating work that can function 24n. At the particular site 
shown in the painting, a human labor force, including many 
children, was set to work at the machines in continuous twelve
hour s~ifts. Marx understood how capitalism was inseparable 

from this reorganization of time, specifically the time of living 

labor, as a way of creating surplus value, and he cited the words 
of Andrew Ure, the Scottish advocate of industrial rationaliza

tion, to amplify its importance: it was "the training of human 
beings to renounce their desultory habits of work, and to iden
tify themselves with the unvarying regularity of the complex 

automaton. To devise and administer a successful code of 

factory diligence was the Herculean enterprise and noble 

achievement of Arkwright."1 

The spectral disjunctions in Wright of Derby's image under

score Marx's account of capitalism's dissonant relation to the 
agrarian milieus in which it arose. Agriculture, Marx insisted, 
"could never be the sphere in which capitalism starts, the 

sphere in which it takes up its original residence."2 The cycli

cal temporalities, whether seasonal or diurnal, around which 
farming had always been based constituted an insurmountable 
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set of resistances to the remaking of labor time on which capi

talism depended fundamentally from the start. The "natural 

conditions" of agrarian life prevented the necessary control 
over the time of production; hence the need for an unprece

dented "residence," unencumbered by the long weight of 
customs and rhythms that reached far back into prehistory. 
The first requirement of capitalism, he wrote, was the dissolu
tion of the relation to the earth. The modern factory thus 

emerged as an autonomous space in which the organization of 
labor could be disconnected from family, community, environ

ment, or any traditional interdependencies or associations. 
Agriculture, as Marx presciently observed, would only be able 
to be industrialized retroactively. 

Arkwright's Cotton Mills conveys the physical proximity of 

these two spheres, one natural, one invented, and also a sense 
of their incommensurability and fatal incompatibility. Only 
after capitalism had established its abstract order everywhere 
else-in fact, only after the destruction of World War 11-

could it fully impose itself on agriculture, with a factory-farming 
model applied to both animals and crops. More recently, 

corporations such as Monsanto and Dupont have achieved the 
final overcoming of Marx's "natural conditions" with geneti

cally modified and patented agricultural materials. But this 
relatively early image of an irreconcilable adjacency nonethe

less counters the notion of an "industrial revolution" that 

devastated the countryside and quickly herded rural laborers 

into cities and factories. Instead there was a protracted and 
piecemeal deterioration of older forms and spaces. 
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To be clear, I am using Arkwright's mills, as visualized by 

Wright of Derby, to designate, not the rationalization of manu

facturing, but a broader homogenization of time and a 
conceptualization of uninterrupted processes that override 

natural and social constraints. Clearly, over the next one 
hundred years, ihto the later ninete~nth century, the actuality 
of factories operating twenty-four hours a day was the excep
tion, not the rule. It was in other spheres of economic 

modernization that non-stop and denaturalized organizations 
of time became pervasive. Alongside the large-scale restructur

ing of labor and production in the 1800s were the intertwined 
projects essential to the growth of capital: the acceleration and 
control "of both circulation time and communication time. 

During the late 1830s and 1840s these included the build-out 
of transportation routes, most importantly railroads, but also of 

canals, and of tunnels through mountain ranges, as well as the 
enhancement of steamship speed and performance. There was 
also the parallel development of telegraph networks, and this 

initial perio~ saw the first wire transfers of money, in the mid 
1840s, and the completion in 1850 of an underwater cable 

across the English Channel. Around 1858 Marx is able to 
make some of his crucial formulations on the significance of 
these developments: "Capital by its nature drives beyond every 
spatial barrier. Thus the creation of the physical conditions of 

exchange-of the means of communication and transport
the annihilation of space by time-becomes an extraordinary 

necessity for it."3 Yet it must be emphasized that what was 
important for Marx's analysis was not simply the technological 
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achievement of faster speeds for the shipment of goods or the 

attainment of near-instantaneous communications. Rather, if 

circulation was an essential process of capital, it was because of 
"the constant continuity of the process." In effect, Marx is posit

ing 24n temporalities as fundamental to the workings of 
capital; he understood that these durational processes were 
also metamorphic. Within this "constant continuity" occurs 

"the unobstructed and fluid transition of value from one form 

into the other." That is, value was in a state of unending trans
formation, appearing "at one time as money, at another time as 

commodity, then again as exchange value, then again as use 
value." These networks operated on principles that would 
remain in force through numerous technological materializa

tions, up to the present. They were not simply neutral 

high-speed conduits; rather, they were alchemical instruments 
for generating the abstractions integral to capitalism, which 
was necessarily destined to be global. Not just manufactured 
goods but languages, images, forms of social exchange were all 
to be remade to ensure their compatibility with these systems. 

It was hardly to be a one-time transmutation, for with each 
successive upgrading and expansion of these networks, new 

forms of fluidity and convertibility emerged. 
But for the next century and a half (roughly from the 1850s 

to the 1990s) the metamorphoses and accelerations of an 

always globalizing capitalism only slowly and partially impose 
themselves on social and individual life. Modernity, contrary 

to its popular connotations, is not the world in a sweepingly 

transformed state. Rather, as some critics have shown, it is the 
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hybrid and dissonant experience of living intermittent!~· ,,·ithin 

modernized spaces and speeds, and yet simultaneously inhab

iting the remnants of pre-capitalist life-worlds, \Yhether social 

or natural. \Vright of Derb~·'s image is an early re\ elation of 

moderni~ 's concurrence and contigui~· of ultimately incom

patible systems. Factory manufacturing, for example, did not 

abrupt!~ extingmsh the long-standing diurnal rhythms and 

~ocial ties of agrarian milieus. Instead there \Yas an extended 

period of coe:-..islence during which rural life was incremen

talh- dismantled or subsumed into new processes. There are 

endless instances of the clurabili~·, e\ en ifbroken and impaired, 

of older forms, Yalue~. techniques, and hierarchies with in capi

talist modernization. Fredric Jameson suggests that, e\·en by 

the e arl~ h\ entieth century, "only a m inute percentage of the 

social and physical space of the \ Vest could be considered 

either full y modern in technolog~· or production or substan

tially bourgeois in its clas~ culture. These h\·in cle,·elopments 

\\ere not completed in most European countries until the end 

of \\'oriel War II."'' 

\\'hile ~ne might debate the pervasi,·eness of modermzahon 

at \·arious points in time, Jameson's perioclization reminds us 

that the nineteenth centur~· and a good part of the h\ entieth 

\Yere effecti,·ely a patclm ork of disjunct spaces and times. some 

rationalized and shaped b~ new institutional and market-based 

requirements, \Yhile in many others premodern pattems and 

assumptions obdurately survived. Especially significant is the 

prm·isional designation of 19-+5 to indicate a historical turn ing 

point. On the mundane ]e,·el of historical specifici~·this means 
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recalling, for e...:amplc. that the Nazis. while developing their 

\'-2 rockets, simultaneously depended on 1. 5 million horses 

for essential militar) transporl. 1 So much for the truism of 

twentieth-centur\' ''mechanized \Varfare." l\1ore importantlv. 

as writers from Ernest :Vlandel to Thomas Pynchon ha, e 

~hown, \Vorlcl \Var II, in its destructiveness and global impact. 

was an unprececlenlecl event of homogenization in which 

outdated territories. identities, and social fabrics \\-ere obliter

ated. It was the making, wherever possible. of a tabula rasa 

that \\·otdd become the platform for the latest phase in the 

globalization of capit,1hsm. World Vv'ar II wa~ the crucible in 

which new paradigms of commumcation, information. and 

control were forged, and in which connections between 

scientific research, transnational corporations, and militHy 

power were consolidated. 

Dunng the century and a half precedin~ \Vorld \Var II, one 

of the wa~·s in which the d1sparate te...:tme of mcomplete or 

partial rnodernizJtion can be mapped i~ through Foucault's 

account of disciplinary institutions. As he notes. one of the 

central problems confronting post-revolutionary ~tates and 

other pm\·crful interests at the start of the nineteenth centu~ 

\Va~ the control anclmJnagement of potentially unrul\' popula

tions that had been torn out of premodern milieus and pattern~ 

of !abor. -\ technology of power emerges that introduced 

di~persed methods of regnlating the beh<i' ior of large number~ 

of people-in factones. school<;, prisons, n1lJdcrn ann i e~. ;md 

later in the office spaces of prol iferating bureaucraCIC'- . 

Especially in the seccmd half of the mneteenth ccntur~ and 
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into the twentieth, these were places where individuals were 

literally confined for long portions of the day or week (or much 

longer, in the case of prisons) and subjected to an array of 
mandatory routines and procedures. They were also sites of 
training, of normalization, and of the accumulation of knowl

edge about those confined or employed. 
But in spite of Foucault's description of disciplinary institu

tions as a "carceral continuum" blanketing society as a whole, 

one key element of the historical period in question is the 
parallel existence of times and places that are unregulated, 
unorganized, and unsupervised. The problematic notion of 

everyday life, elusive though it may be, is a valuable overarch
ing way to characterize the shifting and imprecise aggregate of 
times, behaviors, and sites that effectively constituted layers of 

unadministered life, life at least partially detached from disci
plinary imperatives. Even if one attributes a longue duree 

historical status to everyday life, imagining it as an a priori 
underpinning of all human societies, it should nonetheless be 

obvious that its possibility and actuality are dramatically trans
formed by the rise of capitalism. Its material foundations 

undergo rapid metamorphoses, driven by economic specializa

tion and the privatization of individual experience. However, 
even amid such changes, everyday life is the repository onto 
which abiding rudiments of premodern experience, including 

sleep, are relocated. 
For Henri Lefebvre, repetition and habit had always been 

essential characteristics of the everyday. It was inseparable 
from cyclical forms of repetition, of days and nights, seasons 
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and harvests, work and festival, waking and sleeping, crea
turely needs and their fulfillment. Even as the actual textures 

of agrarian society were steadily eradicated, everyday life stub
bornly retained, in its structure, some of the invisible 

recurring pulsings of life being lived. Many of the conse
quences of capitalist modernization, as they took shape in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth century, seemed antithetical 

to the everyday in that they were fundamentally accumula
tive, anti-cyclical, and developmental, and also brought with 

them programmed forms of habit and repetition. There is a 
volatile and blurred interplay between the mundane layers of 

the everyday that have endured since premodernity and the 
gradual insinuation of institutionally generated forms of 

routine and monotony that contaminate or displace experi
ences with links to older patterns. The social and dialogical 

milieus of the fair or marketplace are displaced by shopping, 

the periodic occurrence of festival is replaced by commodi
fied leisure time, and an endless sequence of specious needs 
are fabricated to debase and humiliate the simple acts of shar

ing through which human appetites had long been gratified 

or fulfilled. One of the values of Lefebvre's work is its refusal 
of an overtly antagonistic relation between modernity and the 

everyday. The everyday is at once too fugitive, too uncircum
scribed to be imagined as a field of counter-practices to the 
codes and institutions of modernization. Even though, at 

various points in history, the everyday has been the terrain 

from which forms of opposition and resistance may have 
come, it is also in the nature of the everyday to adapt and 
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reshape itself, often submissively, in response to what erupts 
or intrudes in it. Some have asserted that its passivity has also 

been its historical resilience, but over the last two decades 

this belief has been more difficult to sustain. 
In the late 1940s and 1950s, the idea of everyday life was a way 

of describing what was left over, '6r what remained in the face 
of economic modernization and the increasing subdivision of 
social activity. The everyday was the vague constellation 

of spaces and times outside what was organized and institutional

ized around work, conformity, and consumerism. It was all the 
daily habits that were beneath notice, where one remained 
anonymous. Because it evaded capture and could not be made 
useful, it was seen by some to have a core of revolutionary poten
tial. For Maurice Blanchot, its dangerous essence was that it was 

without event, and was both unconcealed and unperceived. In 

French, the adjective "quotidienne" evokes more strikingly the 

ancient practice of marking and numbering the passing of the 
solar day, and it emphasizes the diurnal rhythms that were long 
a founda~on of social existence. But what Lefebvre, Debord, 
and others also described in the 1950s was the intensifying occu

pation of everyday life by consumption, organized leisure, and 
spectacle. In this framework, the rebellions of the late 1960s 

were, at least in Europe and North America, waged in part 
around the idea of reclaiming the terrain of everyday life from 

institutionalization and specialization. 
However, with the counter-revolution of the 1980s and the 

rise of neoliberalism, the marketing of the personal computer, 
and the dismantling of systems of social protection, the assault 
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on everyday life assumed a new ferocity. Time itself became 
monetized, and the individual redefined as a full-time 

economic agent, even in the context of "jobless capitalism." 
In a brief but influential text from 1990, Gilles Deleuze 

proposed that the notion of disciplinary society was no longer 
an adequate model for explaining contemporary operations of 
power.6 He outlined the emergence of what he called "socie
ties of control," in which the institutional regulation of 

individual and social life proceeded in ways that were continu

ous and unbounded, and which effectively operated 24n. He 
argued that, in disciplinary society, forms of coercion and 
surveillance occurred within specific sites-the school, the 
workplace, and the family home-but when occupying the 

spaces between these sites one was relatively unmonitored. It is 
possible to identify these various intervals and unregulated 
spaces as assorted components of everyday life. But a control 

society, according to Deleuze, was characterized by the disap
pearance of gaps, of open spaces and times. Mechanisms of 
command and effects of normalization penetrated almost 

everywhere and at all times, and they became internalized in a 

more comprehensive, micrological way than the disciplinary 
power of the nineteenth and much of the twentieth century. 
He leaves no doubt that the emergence of this regime of 
control corresponds to transformations in the world-system of 
capitalism, to the shift from production to financialization. He 

also states that any recent technological transformations are 

only symptomatic, that they are a manifestation of"a mutation 
in capitalism." 
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As influential as Deleuze's text became, it is clear with hind

sight that disciplinary forms of power did not disappear or 

become superseded, as he maintains. Rather, the continuous 
forms of control he identifies took shape as an additional layer 
of regulation alongside still functioning and even amplified 

forms of discipline. Contra Deledze, the use of harsh physical 
confinement is greater today than at any time previously, in an 
expanding network of deliriously panoptic prisons. His evoca

tion of open, amorphous spaces without boundaries is belied 
by the brutal deployment of walled borders and closed fron

tiers, both of which strategically target specific populations and 
regions. Also retrospectively, it can be noted that Deleuze did 
not address the intensifying overlap between control society 
and consumer society's proliferating manufacture of individual 

needs, far beyond the products and commodities that were 
obligatory even in the 1970s. Nonetheless, in affluent sectors 
of the globe, what was once consumerism has expanded to 
24n activity of techniques of personalization, of individuation, 
of machi.ric interface, and of mandatory communication. Self

fashioning is the work we are all given, and we dutifully comply 
with the prescription continually to reinvent ourselves and 
manage our intricate identities. As Zygmunt Bauman has inti

mated, we may not grasp that to decline this endless work is 

not an option.7 

In a small book by Guy Debord published a year and a half 

prior to Deleuze's essay, one finds some strikingly similar 

conclusions. In his Comments on the Society of the Spectacle, 
Debord identifies a new intensity and comprehensiveness with 
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which individual existence has been penetrated by effects of 

domination. He is not proposing a paradigm shift of the sort 
suggested by Deleuze, but rather indicating that there has 

been a modification in the nature of spectacle, a move from 
the diffuse spectacle of the 1960s (the label he used to charac
terize consumer societies in the West) to what he sees as a 

global integrated spectacle. The key difference is that in the 
1960s there were still areas of social life that remained rela

tively autonomous and exempt from effects of spectacle, while 
at the time he is writing (around 1990), there are none. 
Everyday life is no longer politically relevant, and it endures 

only as a hollowed-out simulation of its former substantiality. 
"Beyond a legacy of old books and old buildings ... there 
remains nothing, in culture or in nature, which has not been 

transformed and polluted, according to the means and inter

ests of modern industry."8 

At the time, Debord and Deleuze were writing against the 
grain. The "short twentieth century" was coming to an abrupt 
end, between 1989 and 1991, with what to many seemed like 

hopeful developments, including the fall of the Berlin Wall 
and the dissolution of a bipolar, Cold War world. Along with 

the triumphalist narratives of globalization and the facile 

declarations of the historical end of competing world-systems 
were the widely promoted "paradigms" for a post-political and 
post-ideological era. Twenty years later, it is difficult to recall 

the seriousness with which these fahtous claims were made on 

behalf of a West that seemed poised to effortlessly occupy and 
refashion the entire planet. Not by accident, this was also the 
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moment when the vague entity then magically evoked as 

cyberspace appeared, seemingly out of nowhere. It was 
heralded as an unprecedented set of tools with nothing less 
than the power to reinvent the self and its relation to the world. 
But even by the mid 1990s, the promotional retro-psychedelic 

euphoria had vanished, as it bec~me clearer that though cyber
space was, in fact, a reinvention of the self, it was transnational 

corporations doing the reinventing and transforming. 
But that moment of the early 1990s was decisive less for 

anything novel or unprecedented than for the fulfillment and 
consolidation of systemic possibilities that were incipient in 
Arkwright's mills, and which became only partially realized with 
the transportation and communication networks of the nine

teenth century. By the end of the twentieth century it had 

become possible to see a broader and much fuller integration of 
the human subject with the "constant continuity" of a 24(7 capi

talism that had always been inherently global. Today, the 

permanently operating domains of communication and of the 
production and circulation of information penetrate every
where. A temporal alignment of the individual with the 

functioning of markets, two centuries in developing, has made 
irrelevant distinctions between work and non-work time, 

between public and private, between everyday life and organ
ized institutional milieus. Under these conditions, the relentless 
financialization of previously autonomous spheres of social 

activity continues unchecked. Sleep is the only remaining 
barrier, the only enduring "natural condition" that capitalism 

cannot eliminate. 
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In the late 1990s, when Coogle was barely a one-year-old 
privately-held company, its future CEO was already articulat

ing the context in which such a venture would flourish. Dr. 
Eric Schmidt declared that the twenty-first century would be 
synonymous with what he called the "attention economy," and 

that the dominant global corporations would be those that 
succeed in maximizing the number of "eyeballs" they could 
consistently engage and control. 9 The intensity of the competi

tion for access to or control of an individual's waking hours 

each day is a result of the vast disproportion between those 
human, temporal limits and the quasi-infinite amount of 

"content" being marketed. But corporate success will also be 
measured by the amount of information that can be extracted, 
accumulated, and used to predict and modify the behavior of 

any individual with a digital identity. One of the goals of 
Coogle, Facebook, and other enterprises (five years from now 
the names may be different) is to normalize and make indis

pensable, as Deleuze outlined, the idea of a continuous 
interface-not literally seamless, but a relatively unbroken 

engagement with illuminated screens of diverse kinds that 

unremittingly demand interest or response. Of course, there 
are breaks, but they are not intervals in which any kind of 

counter-projects or streams of thought can be nurtured and 
sustained. As the opportunity for electronic transactions of all 
kinds becomes omnipresent, there is no vestige of what used to 

be everyday life beyond the reach of corporate intrusion. An 
attention economy dissolves the separation between the 

personal and professional, between entertainment and 
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information, all overridden by a compulsory functionality of 
communication that is inherently and inescapably 24n. Even 

as a contemporary colloquialism, the term "eyeballs" for the 
site of control repositions human vision as a motor activity that 

can be subjected to external direction or stimuli. The goal is 
to refine the capacity to localiz~the eye's movement on or 
within highly targeted sites or points of interest. The eye is 
dislodged from the realm of optics and made into an interme

diary element of a circuit whose end result is always a motor 

response of the body to electronic solicitation. It is out of this 
context that Coogle and other corporate players now compete 
for dominance over the remains of the everyday. Some will 

argue that what constitutes everyday life is continually recreat
ing itself, and that today it is flourishing in specific areas of 

online exchange and expression. However, if one accepts that 
a meaningful notion of everyday life is inseparable from its 
fugitive anonymity, then it would be difficult to grasp what it 
might have in common with time spent in which one's 

gestures are all recorded, permanently archived, and proc
essed with~the aim of predetermining one's future choices and 
actions. 

There is a well-known critical tradition, going back to the 
late nineteenth century, which identifies the standardization 
of experience as one of the defining attributes of Western 
modernity. Initially, the idea of routinization was drawn from 

the industrial workplace and its requirement of the continuous 
performance of repetitive actions and tasks. At the start of the 

twentieth century, the notion was expanded to include crucial 
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aspects of emerging mass societies, such as the uniformity of 
state and corporate bureaucracies and the impact of mass

produced goods within a modern culture of consumption. 
However, for much of the previous century, the spheres of 
work and of leisure, of the public and the personal, had main

tained, in appearance or reality, some degree of distinctness 
and separation. Despite the often oppressive routinization and 
habit, life for many was a differentiated texture of variegated 

routines that were woven in and out of at least some unregu

lated spaces and times. Habit, in this sense, is a way of 
understanding actual social behavior as located somewhere 

between the imagined extremes of a manipulated society of 
sleepers and a mobilized nation of"awakened" individuals. Of 
course, in discussing the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, I 

am referring to several unique and specific historical phenom
ena as well as to the habits they produced: for example, the 
many strategies for mechanizing and rationalizing human 

activity in work environments and the standardization of many 
forms of cultural consumption. Part of my larger argument is 
that important convergences of these areas have been a crucial 

part of neoliberal initiatives since the 1980s. The result is the 
emergence of forms of habit that are inevitably 24n and recip

rocally tied to mechanisms of power that are equally 
"continuous and unbounded." 

In the early 1900s, the problem of habit within modernity 

was troubling for many philosophers and social theorists who 

believed in participatory democracy. Of these, John Dewey is 
one of the best known, in particular for his concern that forms 
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of automatic, habitual behavior accompanying industrial 

modernity clashed with the possibility of an intelligent and 

reflective citizenry on whom a democratic politics depended. 

However, Dewey's way out of this impasse was to insist, with 

his characteristic optimism, that habit in its modern guises 

could produce' its own overcomin~. Novelty and communica

tion, he argued, would inevitably discourage repetitive patterns. 

"Each habit demands appropriate conditions for its exercise 

and when habits are numerous and complex, as with the 

human organism, to find these conditions involves search and 

experimentation ... By a seeming paradox, increased power of 

forming habits means increased susceptibility, sensitiveness, 

responsiveness."10 Dewey's deep understanding of the social 

nature of habit had convinced him that a society was defined, 

in essential ways, by the habits out of which it was composed, 

and clearly this was one reason why the reform of early educa

tion was of such importance to him; he believed that 

"intelligent" or collectively beneficial habits could be nurtured 

pedagogically. But Dewey, born in 1859 (the same year as 

Henri Bergson, who shared many of these concerns), was part 

of a generation whose intellectual formation occurred when it 

was still possible, if not excusable, for the idea of novelty to be 

explored independently of the logistics of capitalist production 

and circulation. In the mid twentieth century, it would have 

been more difficult for him, or others, to evade how the new 

was effectively inseparable from its monotonous reproduction 

in the service of the present against any truly different future. 

By the 1950s, the production of novelty, in all its dispiriting 
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forms, had become a central enterprise of advanced econo

mies all over the globe. 

When Dewey died in 1952, aged ninety-three, the manufac

ture of new forms of habit had begun to include some essential 

elements of what would become the 24n control society 

outlined by Deleuze, or the integrated spectacle of Debord. 

Just as the nighttime lighting in Arkwright's factories was an 

early hint of future alignments of lived temporalities with 

market needs, so the mass diffusion of television in the 1950s 

was another turning point in the market's appropriation of 

previously unannexed times and spaces. One can imagine a 

pairing ofWright's painting, each of its factory windows illumi

nated by the oil lamps that allowed work to proceed 

continuously, with a mid-twentieth-century image of a not 

dissimilar multi-story building with windows lit by the glow of 

television sets. In both cases, there is a transformational rela

tion between a deployment of light sources and the social 

construction of time. The cathode ray tube was a decisive and 

vivid instance of how the glare and gossip of a public transac

tional world penetrated the most private of spaces, and 

contaminated the quiet and solitude that Arendt believed 

essential for the sustenance of a political individual. Television 

quickly redefined what constituted membership in society. 

Even the pretense of valuing education and civic participation 

dwindled, as citizenship was supplanted by viewership. 

One of the many innovations of television was its imposition 

of homogeneous and habitual behaviors on spheres oflife that 

had previously been subject to less direct forms of control. At 
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the same time, it was the setting in place of conditions 
which would subsequently be essential for the 24/7 "atten

tion economy" of the twenty-first century. Appearing amid 
the delayed shocks of World War II, television was the site of 

a destabilization of relations between exposure and protect
edness, agency and passivity, ~leep and waking, and 

publicness and privacy. Because of the pervasive need for a 
semblance of continuity and social cohesion in the after
math of Hiroshima and Auschwitz, the radical disruptiveness 

of television was generally overlooked. Instead, normalcy 
and coherence were attributed to this new televisual world 
beheld in common, in which anything could be coupled 

with anything whatever. It was the omnipresent antidote to 
shock. Much more decisively than radio, television was a 

crucial site in which the enormous inequality of scale 
between global systems and the local, circumscribed lives of 

individuals became quickly naturalized. 
The relatively sudden and ubiquitous reorganization of 

human ti~e and activity accompanying television had little 
historical precedent. Cinema and radio were only partial antic

ipations of the structural changes it introduced. Within the 

space of barely fifteen years, there was a mass relocation of 
populations into extended states of relative immobilization. 
Hundreds of millions of individuals precipitously began spend
ing many hours of every day and night sitting, more or less 

stationary, in close proximity to flickering, light-emitting 

objects. All of the myriad ways in which time had been spent, 
used, squandered, endured, or parcellized prior to television 
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time were replaced by more uniform modes of duration and a 

narrowing of sensory responsiveness. Television brought 

equally significant changes to an external social world and to 
an interior psychic landscape, scrambling the relations 
between these two poles. It involved an immense displacement 
of human praxis to a far more circumscribed and unvarying 

range of relative inactivity. 
As many critics have shown, television is hardly an autono

mous technological invention. Its scientific and mechanical 
premises were available to engineers in the 1920s, yet it took 
on its post-World War II forms only in the context of a 

commodity-based and US-dominated global economy, and of 
a new demographic mobility in patterns of daily life. 11 As disci
plinary norms in the workplace and in schools lost their 

effectiveness, television was crafted into a machinery of regula
tion, introducing previously unknown effects of subjection and 
supervision. This is why television is a crucial and adaptable 

part of a relatively long transition (or changing of the guard), 
lasting several decades, between a world of older disciplinary 
institutions and one of 24/7 control. It could be argued that, 

during the 1950s and '60s, television introduced into the home 
disciplinary strategies modeled elsewhere. In spite of more 
uprooted and transient lifestyles following the war, television's 

effects were anti-nomadic: individuals are fixed in place, parti
tioned from one another, and emptied of political effectiveness. 

At least partially, this corresponds to an industrial model of 

being set to work. Although no physical labor occurs, it is an 
arrangement in which the management of individuals overlaps 
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with the production of surplus value, since new accumulation 

was driven by the size of television audiences. 
In retrospect, during this period of twenty years, perhaps 

longer, from the early 1950s into the 1970s, television in North 

America was remarkably stable as a system, with a small 
I .J 

number of channels and durable programming formats, and 
without a continual stream of competing technological prod
ucts. Networks had their offerings conform to traditional sleep 

patterns of human beings, with their nightly sign-offs

although in retrospect the after-midnight test-pattern seems 
like a placeholder for the inevitable 24n transmissions soon to 
come. Whether this phase corresponded to post-war American 
world h~gemony and to the monopolistic framework of the 

broadcasting industry has long been debated. By the late 1970s, 

perhaps earlier, the word "television" conveyed and encom
passed far more than the objects and networks literally denoted. 
Television became a nebulous but loaded figure for evoking 
the texture of modernity and a transformed everyday life. The 

word concr~tized, in something localizable, broader experi

ences of de-realization. It alluded to the decay of a more 
palpable immediate world and to how the spectral dislocations 
of modernization had been normalized as a familiar presence 

in the most intimate aspects of our lives. Television incarnated 
the falseness of the world, but it also eliminated any position 
from which a "true" world could be imagined. It demonstrated 

effects of power that could not be explained within the familiar 

poles of coercive and non-coercive, despite the many charac
terizations of television as an instrument of behavioral control, 
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from "influencing machine" to "image-virus." Instead of a tele

vision-saturated culture diminishing individual agency, its 

pervasiveness made clear that agency itself is a mutable and 

historically determined notion. 
This post-war era of television was clearly over by the mid 

1980s. Even as early as 1983, the wide availability of the VCR 

and the standardization of VHS, video-game consoles, and 
fully commercialized cable TV significantly altered the posi
tions and capabilities of what had been television up to then. 

In the middle of the 1980s the marketing of the personal 
computer had begun, and by the early 1990s this ubiquitous 
product would symbolically announce the advent of a society 

of control after an extended transitional phase. The 1980s are 
often characterized as a period during which there was an 

abandonment of the merely receptive or passive role of the 
original television viewer. In its place, according to this 
version, emerged a more creative user of a far larger field of 

media resources, who was able to intervene purposively in 
the utilization of technological products, and by the early 
1990s able to interface with global information networks. 

The interactive possibilities of these new tools were touted as 

empowering, and as intrinsically democratic and anti-hierar
chical-although much of the force of these myths has since 

been deflated. What was celebrated as interactivity was more 
accurately the mobilization and habituation of the individual 

to an open-ended set of tasks and routines, far beyond what 

was asked of anyone in the 1950s and '60s. Television had 
colonized important arenas of lived time, but neoliberalism 
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demanded that there be a far more methodical extraction of 

value from television time, and in principle from every 
waking hour. In this sense 24n capitalism is not simply a 

continuous or sequential capture of attention, but also a 
dense layering of time, in which multiple operations or attrac
tions can be attended to in near-~multaneity, regardless of 

where one is or whatever else one might be doing. So-called 
"smart" devices are labeled as such less for the advantages 
they might provide for an individual than for their capacity to 

integrate their user more fully into 24n routines. 
However, it would be misguided to suggest that there was 

ever a c?mplete break with the supposedly passive and recep
tive model of television. A tendency in recent media theory has 
been to qualify or suspend the language of rupture or disconti

nuity in discussing the relations between "old" media and 
"new" digital technologies. Instead, older models and arrange
ments are understood to persist in various forms of hybridity, 

convergence, remediation, or recuperation. Regardless of what 
specific thepretical explanation is used, it is clear that televi

sion, or at least crucial elements of what it used to be, have 
been amalgamated into new services, networks, and devices in 

which its capabilities and effects are continually modified. 
Nonetheless, as recent statistics on viewing habits indicate, a 

significant chunk of our current 24n world is filled with the 
televisual. Nielsen numbers for 20 l 0 show that the average 
American consumed video content of various kinds for approx

imately five hours a day. Some of those hours coincide with 
other activities and -apparatuses, just as one's relation to video 
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now entails a range of managerial tasks and options, as 

discussed in the previous chapter. Nonetheless, it is important 

to acknowledge, even if it cannot be quantified, the persistence 
and durability of some of the original conditions that defined 
television's relation to a perceiver. 

In 2006, researchers at Cornell University released results of 

a long-term study containing some hypotheses about the reor
ganization of television in the 1980s. The research project 

assembled data to suggest a correlation between television 
viewing by very young children and autism. 12 One of the most 
urgent problems in autism studies has b~en to explain the 

extraordinary and anomalous rise in its frequency beginning in 
the mid to late 1980s. From the late 1970s, when autism 
occurred in one out of 2,500 children, the rate of incidence 

has risen so fast that, as of a few years ago, it affected approxi

mately one in 150 children, and showed no sign ofleveling off. 
Genetic predisposition, enlarged diagnostic criteria, prenatal 
events, infections, parental age, vaccines, and other environ
mental factors have all been proposed as possible factors. The 
Cornell project was unusual in its expansion of "environmen

tal" to include something as universal and apparently 
innocuous as a television set. Obviously, television had been 
pervasive in North American homes since the 1950s: Why 

then might it have markedly different consequences beginning 
in the 1980s? The study proposes that a new coalescence of 
factors occurred in that decade-in particular, the widespread 

availability of cable TV, the growth of dedicated children's 

channels and video cassettes, and the popularity of VCRs, as 
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well as huge increases in households with two or more televi
sion sets. Thus conditions were, and continue to be, in place 

for the exposure of very young children to television for 
extended periods of time on a daily basis. Their specific conclu
sions were relatively cautious: that extended television viewing 

before the age of three can trigge1 the onset of the disorder in 
"at risk" children. 

The broader implications of this study were unacceptable to 
many, and it was the object of attacks and official ridicule. It 
made the heretical suggestion that television might have a cata
strophic physical impact on the developing human being-that 
it could produce extreme, permanent impairments in the 

acquisition of language and in the capacity for social interac
tion. It more than hinted at the transformation of what had 
been metaphoric characterizations of television as a communi

cative pathology into real effects and consequences. Regardless 
of what future research may prove or disprove concerning a link 
between television and autism, the Cornell study foregrounded 

crucial el9'eriential features of the apparatus. For one, it indi
cated the obvious: that in growing numbers, television and 

screens of many kinds are becoming part of the waking environ
ment of younger and younger children. More importantly, it 

bypassed the notion that television is something one watches in 
some attentive manner, and instead provisionally treated it as a 
source of light and sound to which one is exposed. Given the 

fragility and vulnerability of very young children who were the 

object of the study, it means reconsidering exposure in terms of 
lasting physical damage to the nervous system. 
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Television, as Raymond Williams and others showed, never 

simply involved choosing to watch discrete programs, but was 
a more promiscuous interface with a stream ofluminous stim
ulation, albeit with diverse kinds of narrative content. 13 The 

precise nature of the physiological attraction of television has 
yet to be specified, and may never be, but a huge amount of 
statistical and anecdotal evidence obviously has confirmed the 

truism that it has potent addictive properties. However, televi
sion posed the unusual phenomenon of an addictiveness to 

something that failed to deliver the most basic reward of a 
habit-forming substance: that is, it provides not even a tempo

rary heightened sense of well-being or pleasure, or a gratifying 
if brief fall into insensate numbness. Moments after turning on 
a television, there is no detectable rush or charge of sensation 

of any kind. Rather, there is a slow shift into a vacancy from 

which one finds it difficult to disengage. This is a decisive trait 
of the era of technological addictiveness: that one can return 

again and again to a neutral void that has little affective inten
sity of any kind. In the widely noted study by Kubey and 
Csikszentrnihalyi, the majority of their subjects reported that 

extended 'IV viewing made them feel worse than when they 

did not watch, yet they felt compelled to continue their behav
ior.14 The longer they watched, the worse they felt. The 

hundreds of studies on depression and internet use show simi
lar kinds of results. Even the quasi-addictiveness associated 

with internet pornography and violent computer games seems 

to lead quickly to a flattening of response and the replacement 
of pleasure with the need for repetition. 
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Television was only the first of a category of apparatuses with 

which we are currently surrounded that are most often used 
out of powerful habitual patterning involving a diffuse atten

tiveness and a semi-automatism. In this sense, they are part of 
larger strategies of power in which the aim is not mass-decep
tion, but rather states of neultalization and inactivation, in 

which one is dispossessed of time. But even within habitual 
repetitions there remains a thread of hope-a knowingly false 
hope-that one more click or touch might open onto some

thing to redeem the overwhelming monotony in which one is 
immersed. One of the forms of disempowerment within 24n 
environments is the incapacitation of daydream or of any mode 

of absent-minded introspection that would otherwise occur in 
intervals of slow or vacant time. Now one of the attractions of 

current systems and products is their operating speed: it has 
become intolerable for there to be waiting time while some
thing loads or connects. When there are delays or breaks of 
empty time, they are rarely openings for the drift of conscious

ness in which one becomes unmoored from the constraints 
" and demands of the immediate present. There is a profound 

incompatibility of anything resembling reverie with the priori

ties of efficiency, functionality, and speed. 
There are of course numerous interruptions to the 24n 

seizure of attentiveness. Beginning with television, but espe
cially in the last two decades, one became familiar with the 
transitional moments when one shuts off an apparatus after 

having been immersed in any televisual or digital ambience 
for an extended period. There is inevitably a brief interval 
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before the world fully recomposes itself into its unthought and 

unseen familiarity. It is an instant of disorientation when one's 
immediate surroundings-for example, a room and its 

contents-seem both vague and oppressive in their time-worn 
materiality, their heaviness, their vulnerability to dilapidation, 
but also their inflexible resistance to being clicked away in an 

instant. One has a fleeting intuition of the disparity between 
one's sense of limitless electronic connectedness and the endur
ing constraints of embodiment and physical finitude. But such 

dislocating moments were generally restricted to the physical 
sites in which non-portable apparatuses were available. With 

increasingly prosthetic devices, these kinds of transitions occur 
anywhere, in every conceivable public or private milieu. 
Experience now consists of sudden and frequent shifts from 

absorption in a cocoon of control and personalization into the 

contingency of a shared world intrinsically resistant to control. 
The experience of these shifts inevitably enhances one's attrac

tion to the former, and magnifies the mirage of one's own 

privileged exemption from the apparent shoddiness and insuffi
ciency of a world in common. Within 24n capitalism, a sociality 
outside of individual self-interest becomes inexorably depleted, 

and the interhuman basis of public space is made irrelevant to 

one's fantasmatic digital insularity. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Chris tvlarker's La jetee ( 1962) opens in a post-apocalyptic 

future \vhere surviving humans inhabit cramped underground 

spaces beneath destroyed cities in permanent exde from 

daylight. The authorities in this near future are desperately 

experimenting with primiti\'e forms of time travel to locate help 

for their beleaguered existence. Part of the crisis is the deteriora

tion and failure of memorv in all but a few individuals. The 

protagonist, and subject of the experiments, has been chosen 

for the tenaciousness with which he has been able to retain an 

image from the past. Clearly, La jetee is not a story of the future 

but a meditation on the present. in this case the early 1960s, 

which Marker portrays as a dark time, shadmved by the death 

camps, the devastation of Hiroshima. and torture in Algeria. 

Like contemporary work by Alain Resnais (Hiroshima. mon 

amour), Jacques Rivette (Paris nous ufJ!Jartient), Joseph Loser 

(These Are the Damned), Fritz Lang (Die Tausend Augen des Dr 
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Mabuse), Jacques Tourneur (The Feannakers), and numerous 

others, the film seems to ask: How does one remain human in 
the bleakness of this world when the ties that connect us have 
been shattered and when malevolent forms of rationality are 
powerfully at work? Although Marker's answer to such a ques-

' ,.l tion remains unspecified, La jetee affirms the indispensability 

of the imagination for collective survival. For Marker, this 

implies a mingling of the visionary capacities of both memory 
and creation, and it occurs in the film around the image of the 

unsighted, blindfolded protagonist. Although most of the film, 
in its narrative context, consists of remembered or imagined 
imag_es, one of its original premises is this model of a seer whose 
normative visual abilities have been deactivated in circum

stances evoking the torture and inhumane medical experiments 

of the war and in the years that followed. 
Marker here departs from understandings of "inner" vision 

that presuppose the autonomy and self-sufficiency of a voyant. 
In La jetee the seer's subjective freedom is constrained, even 

partly di,rected, by the external compulsion of his circum
stances, and his extraordinary recovery (or creation) of mental 

images occurs in an ambiguous overlap of scarcity and fear, on 
one hand, and the marvelous flux of a "vie interieure" on the 

other. Marker is clearly familiar with previous explorations of 
reverie and daydream (from Rousseau to Nerval, Proust, 
Bachelard, and others), but the reverie of La jetee's protagonist 

is not simply an aleatory suspension of self in a stream of 

consciousness. Instead, his drift between images is always 
counterbalanced by the exigencies of a doomed present, by the 
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anxiety of a state of emergency, and by the application of 

biopower to compel his mnemonic cooperation. Marker may 

well be alluding to the Surrealist poet Robert Desnos, known 
for his ability to fall into deep trance-like sleeps, during which 
he uttered verbal outpourings of dream imagery. The mediu
mistic Desnos, who hosted a popular radio program on dreams 

in the 1930s, was condemned to a situation not unlike that 
depicted in the opening of La jetee: he was deported to 

Auschwitz in 1944, transferred to other camps, and died of 
typhus days after the war's end. 

Much of the richness of Marker's film stems from its distanc
ing of photography from empirical notions of reality or 

indexical models of this medium. An image is "real" affec

tively, in how it feels, in how it verifies the intensity of a lived 
or remembered moment. For example, when the protagonist 
has his first recollections (or dreams) of the past, there is no 

equivocation concerning the ontological status of these inter
nally generated images: they are "real" birds, "real" children, 

seemingly more authentic than his underground prison 
surroundings. Marker is working at a moment when, in France 

and elsewhere, there is a growing sense of the deadening effects 
of a standardized and image-saturated culture. In resisting the 
constraints and technical administration of the present, La 
jetee poses the extreme difficulty and exhilaration of its central 
vocation: "to imagine or dream another time." Marker advances 

the necessity of such a visionary project, but also discloses its 
tenuousness and perhaps inevitable failure. But for the 1960s 

just beginning, and for the generation to come, he situated a 
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utopian moment, not in the future yet to be made but in the 

imbrication of memory and the present, in the lived insepara

bility of sleep and \vaking, of dream and life, in a dream of life 

as the inextinguishable promise of awakening. 

The most celebrated moment in La jetee occurs when the 

sequential stasis of still photographs is briefly supplanted by the 

cinematic illusion of human eyes opening, as if out of sleep. 

This appearance of animated life (also created out of static 

images ) seems an indirect response to Hitchcock's Psycho 
( 1960 ). In this film from two years earlier, Marker would have 

seen Hitchcock's shot of Janet Leigh, following the shower 

murder, sprawled on the bathroom floor with eyes open. One's 

impression, even after many viewings, is that a still photograph 

has been used to com·ey the stillness of a corpse- that an actor 

would have been unable so completely to suppress all the motil

ity and qua,·ering musculature of eyes and face for a take of O\'er 

hventy-fi,·e seconds. Before the camera cuts awav, a drop of 

water falls across her hair, abruptly demonstrating that the 

motior~less, open-eyed face has been shown in "real time," 

corresponding to the sound of the running shmver. In Laura 

Mulvey's superb analysis of this sequence, she raises questions 

that are relevant to La jetee as well: "The paradox of the cine

ma's uncertain boundary behveen stillness and movement also 

finds a fleeting visibility. The stillness of the corpse is a reminder 

that the cinema's living and moving bodies are simply animate 

stills and the homology behveen stillness and death returns to 

haunt the moving image."' But linking Marker and Hitchcock 

here is the manner in which their particular engagement with 
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the static basis of cinematic movement are part of broader 

insights into the tcAture of contemporary social experience. 

Both La jetec and Psycho, in the early 1960s, reveal how the 

remaking or congealing of life into things or images disrupts 

the frame\~.:ork of a historical time in which change can occur. 

The darkness of Psrcho is of a present in which a pathological 

attempt to freeze time and identities collides disastrously with 

the rootlessness and anonymity of modernity. Hitchcock's 

amalgam of ancestral home and roadside motel encapsulates 

two intertwined components of ruid-hventieth-centul) experi

ence. In the old Bates house, all the traditional identificatiom 

with place, family, and continuity have deteriorated into a 

morbid resistance to any alteration of an Imaginary domestic 

matrix. Time, development, and maturation hm·e been arrested 

into a museum-like space, amplified by Norman's recourse to 

taxidermy. Taxidermy, invented in the 1820s, has been 

described as one mstance of a "resurrection" paradigm in 

which various techniques produce the illusion of life out of 

what is dead or inert. 2 Taxidermy is present in both P~;yclw and 

La jctee as a "reali~ effect" that is continuous with the opera

tion of both ciuematic and photographic illusion. 

But if Norman is the proprietor-curator of the "historically 

preser\'ed" house on the hill, he is also the operator of that key 

emblem of modern placelessness and mobility, the motel. In 

its run-down anonymity, the motel stands on a depthless, 

lateral terrain of flux and exchangeability, of temporary and 

provisional life, nourished only by the circulation of mone\ 

\vhose main purpose is to "buy off unhappiness." The vertical 
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layering of the petrified family house and the horizontal drift 

of the motel-highway-used car lot network are interdepend
ent parts of a broken and increasingly inanimate world. The 
opening words of the cine-roman La jetee bespeak its thematic 
proximity to a crucial element of the Psycho backstory: "This is 

' J the story of a man marked by an image from his childhood, by 

the violent scene which upset him ... "Nonetheless, Marker's 

configuring of memory, time, and image indicated his affilia
tion with a very different intellectual heritage, remote from 
Hitchcock's own ambivalence about desire. What the self takes 
to be memory may be damaged or partial, but like the ruined 

sta~es in the museum visit in La jetee, it contains at least 

possible pathways toward individual freedom. Even the taxi

dermy in Marker's film-whales and other mammals in a 
natural history display-is not a disturbing nature morte but 
a glimpse of timelessness in the present. The objects are not a 
symbolic form of survival in the face of time's destructiveness, 

but an apprehension of the marvelous, of a real that is outside 

of a life~death or waking/dream duality. 
But the avenues of flight in La jetee are menaced by institu

tional powers who instrumentalize the protagonist into a 

temporarily useful object who is then relegated to the status of a 

disposable thing. In reductive terms, the narrative elements of 
Marker's film can be linked to a significant number of science 

fiction scenarios, beginning in the mid 1950s, in which dreams 
or memories are presented as phenomena accessible to outside 

examination or intervention. (In La jetee: "The camp police 
spied even on dreams.") But over the last decade or more, what 
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was generally restricted to the speculative confines of a popular 

fiction genre has now become part of a mass imagination, nour

ished and reinforced by many sources. In basic form, it is the 
pervasive assumption that dreams are objectifiable, that they are 
discrete entities that, given the development of applicable tech
nology, could be recorded and in some way played back or 

downloaded. During the last few years, news stories have sensa
tionally heralded research at UC Berkeley and Berlin's Max 

Planck Institute for using data from brain scans of visual cortex 
activity in dreaming subjects to generate digital images that 
allegedly represent what the subjects are dreaming of. Big-budget 

movies such as Christopher Nolan's Inception amplify the 
notion that dreams are effectively a product that can be used and 

manipulated like other kinds of media content. The currency of 
such fantasies is enhanced by the announcement of related 

developments in brain research: for example, the assertion that 
brain scanners at airports and elsewhere soon will be able to 
detect "pernicious thoughts" in potential terrorists. 

The manifest unlikelihood, or absurdity, of such possibilities 

ever being realized is less important than how they are shaping 
and regulating contemporary imaginaries. There is a broad 
remodeling of the dream into something like media software or 

a kind of"content" to which, in principle, there could be instru
mental access. This generalized notion of accessibility derives 
from elements of popular culture that emerged in the mid 1980s 

in cyberpunk fiction, but which quickly saturated a broader 
collective sensibility. In various ways, there was a development 

of figures for new types of interfaces or circuits in which the 
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mind or nen·ous system effectively linked up with the operation 

and flows of external svstems. The idea of an actual neural 

connection to a global grid or matrix was, in most cases, a valori

zation of heightened states of exposure, whether to streams of 

images, information, or code. One effect of this imposition of an 

input/output' model is a homogenization of inner experience 

and the contents of communication networks, and an unprob

lematic reduction of the infinite amorphousness of mental life 

to digital formats. Richard K. Morgan's novel Altered Carbon 
(2002) can stand for a large category of current fiction in which 

individual consciousness can be digitized, downloaded, stored, 

installed in a new body, and have the ability to interface with 

boundless reservoirs of data. At the same time, narratives detail

ing such delirious levels of exposure are usually constructed as 

fables of empowerment, in spite of the extreme asymmetry 

between the individual and the inconceivable scale of"the grid." 

The lesson, in different guises, demonstrates how an entrepre

neurial heroism is capable of surmounting this asymmetry and 

leveragi\}g its incommensurabilities to one's individual benefit. 

The problem here is not to be construed as the permeability 

bePseen some undefiled inner life and external techniques and 

processes. Rather, it is one sign of a larger tendency to recon

ceive all facets of individual experience as continuous and 

compatible with the requirements of accelerated 2-f/7 consum

erism. Even though dreaming will always evade such 

appropriation, it inevitably becomes culturally figured as soft

ware or content detachable from the self, as something that 

might be circulated electronically or posted as an online video. 
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It is part of a larger set of processes in \vhich e\·erything once 

considered personal has to be recreated and deployed in the 

sen·ice of adding dollar or prestige value to one's electronic 

identities. 

In spite of the many dismissals it has recei\·ed O\ er the past 

few decades, it is obvious hm,· important the concept of reifica

tion, or some closely affiliated account, remains for any 

understanding of global capitalism and technological culture. 

\Vhether one's vantage point is Marxist or not, there is no evad

ing the extent to which the internet and digital communications 

have been the engine of the relentless financialization and 

commodification of more and more regions of individual and 

social life. This has created a field of conditions markedlv 

distinct from several decades ago. As late as the 1960s, numer

ous critiques of consumer culture outlined the dissonance 

between an em·ironment saturated by images and products 

and the individual who, though ensnared in its shallowness 

and falseness, grasped even dimlv its essential discrepancy with 

their hopes and life needs. One endlessly consumed products 

that inevitably failed to fulfill their original, if fraudulent, 

promises. At present, however, the idea of a divergence between 

a human world and the operation of global systems with the 

capacity to occupy every waking hour of one's life seems dated 

and inapt. Now there are numerous pressures for individuals to 

reimagine and refigure themselves as being of the same consist

ency and values as the dematerialized commodities and social 

connections in which thev are immersed so extensiveh. . . 
Reification has proceeded to the point where the individual 
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has to invent a self-understanding that optimizes or facilitates 

their participation in digital milieus and speeds. Paradoxically, 

this means impersonating the inert and the inanimate. These 

particular terms might seem deeply unsuited to proYiding an 

account of emulation and identification with the shifting and 

intangible events and processes \Vith which one becomes tech

nologically engaged. Because one cannot literally enter any of 

the electronic mirages that constitute the interlocking market

places of global consumerism, one is obliged to construct 

fantasmatic compatibilities between the human and a realm of 

choices that is fundamentally unlivable. 

There is no possible harmonization between actual liYing 

beings and the demands of 2+17 capitalism, but there are 

countless inducements to clelusionally suspend or obscure 

some of the humiliating limitations of lived experience, 

whether emotional or biological. Figurations of the inert or 

inanimate also operate as a protective or numbing shield, to 

evade recognition of the harsh expendability of life within 

contemp?rat)' economic and institutional arrangements. 

There is a pervasi\·e illusion that, as more of the earth's 

biosphere is annihilated or irreparably damaged, human 

beings can magically disassociate themselves from it and trans

fer their interdependencies to the mecanosphere of global 

capitalism. The more one identifies \\'ilh the insubstantial 

electronic surrogates for the physical self. the more one seems 

to conjure an exemption from the biocide underway e\·er}

where on the planet. 1\.t the same tune, one becomes chillingly 

oblivious to the fragility and transience of actual I i\·ing things. 
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In the contemporary marketplace, the many products and serv

ices that promise to "reverse the aging process" are not 

appealing to a fear of death so much as offering superficial 

ways to simulate the non-human properties and temporalities 

of the digital zones one is already inhabiting for much of each 

day. Also, the belief that one can subsist independently of envi

ronmental catastrophe is paralleled by fantasies of individual 

survival or prosperity amid the destruction of civil society and 

the elimination of institutions that retain any semblance of 

social protection or mutual support, ,,·hether public educa

tion, social services, or healthcare for those most in need. 

This remapping of the experience of reification can be illus

trated by reference to the disparity of two related artifacts, one 

from the 1960s and the other from the 1980s: Philip K. Dick's 

nm·el Do Androids Dream of Electrzc Sheep? and the film 

Blade Runner, directed by Riclle~· Scott. In the near future of 

Dick's nm·el, one of the rarest commodities is living animals, as 

most have become extinct clue to en\'ironmental collapse and 

nuclear radiation. Large corporations invest in the small 

number that remain. and only the very wealthy could ever own 

one. All any middle-class person can afford is an industrially 

produced cybernetic animal, identical in most ways to a live 

one. except that it has no awareness of the existence of a person 

and no capacity for anything other than programmed responses, 

remaining at its core an obdurate, insensate thing. Hence the 

importance in the novel of the regularly published price list of 

the going rate for any surviving species of live animal ( Stdney's 

Animal & Fowl Catalogue). Dick recounts the moment when 
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the main character sees a live raccoon on display in the offices 

of a robotics corporation: 

It was not surprise that he felt but more a sort of yearning. He 

quietly walked away from the girl toward the closest pen . ., .. 
Already He could smell them, the several scents of the crea-

tures standing or sitting, or, in the case of what appeared to be 

a raccoon, asleep. Never in his life had he personally seen a 

raccoon. In an automatic response, he brought out his much

thumbed Sidney's and looked up raccoon with all the 

sublistings. The list prices, naturally, appeared in italics; like 

Percheron horses, none existed on the market for sale at any 

figure. Sidney's catalogue simply listed the price at which the 

last transaction had taken place. It was astronomical. 

The price tag itself, the dollar figure, is the locus of an acute 

longing and emotional emptiness. Even in its abstraction, the 

cost price becomes the overinvested sign mediating one's sense 

of won~erment and desire for something living and vulnerable 

like oneself, something to overcome what Dick calls "the 

tyranny of the object." 
Much of his fiction is a piercing elaboration of the subjec

tive costs of living within a reality undergoing continual 

cancellation and demolition. He is the preeminent chronicler 

of a phantasmagoric, commodity-filled world colored by transi

ence and loss. A Dick novel, especially those written between 

1964 and 1970, usually follows an individual who in a limited 

way resists but most often merely struggles to survive the 
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ongoing deterioration of the world. His work is one of the great 

literary accounts of the psychic costs of reification, of what he 

calls "a peculiar malign abstractness" within the culture of 

mid-twentieth-century capitalism. Dick describes a social field 

that has been repeatedly remade and modernized, but he 

preserves a sense of the present as stratified and littered with 

the debris or abject persistence of earlier phases of moderniza

tion. In Dick's work we are trapped amid things that are 

inexorably consigned to a squalid uselessness that insinuates 

itself as a condition of human experience. 

But the refusal to capitulate to the laws of a thing-like existence 

in Do Androids Dream? gives way to something very different in 

its film adaptation. The novel's account of the unremitting and 

petty ruin of individual experience is turned into a world-weary 

celebration of the petrification and "malign abstractness" from 

which Dick recoiled. Appearing during the early Reagan

Thatcher years, Blade Runner is an outline of a reconfigured 

relationship to an emerging global consumer culture that would 

be more securely in place by the 1990s. Rather than tracking any 

kind of split between the self and this milieu, the film affirms a 

functional assimilation of the individual into the circuitry and 

workings of an expanded field of commodification. It makes 

emotionally credible the bleak threshold at which the techno

logical products of corporations become the object of our desires, 

our hopes. The film visualized the de-differentiated spaces in 

which machines and humans were interchangeable, in which 

distinctions between living and inanimate, between human 

memories and fabricated memory implants, cease to be 
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meaningful. The dystopic disorientation of Blade Runner may 

seem to depict the texture of a fallen world, but there is no longer 

the recollection available even to care from what it might have 

fallen. 
Several decades later a related de-differentiation pervades 

most areas 'of mass technological culture. The fictive figura

tion of dreams as accessible and objectifiable is merely one 

part of the background to the unending demand for the exter

nalization of one's life into pre-made digital formats. In a 

hyper-expansion of the logic of spectacle, there is a reassem

bling of the self into a new hybrid of consumer and object of 

consumption. If something as private and seemingly interior as 

dreaming is now the object of advanced brain scanners and 

can be imagined in popular culture as downloadable media 

content, then there are few restraints on the objectification of 

those parts of individual life thJt can be more easily relocated 

to digital formats. Ev~ryone, we are told- not just businesses 

and institutions-needs an "online presence," needs 2-t/7 

exposure, to avoid social irrelevance or professional failure. 

But the promotion of these alleged benefits is a cover for the 

transfer of most social relations into monetized and quantifia

ble forms. It is equalh- a shift of individual life to conditions in 

which privacy is impossible, and in which one becomes a 

permanent site of data-harvesting and surveillance. One accu

mulates a patchwork of surrogate identities that subsist 24(' , 

sleeplessly, continuously, as inanimate impersonations rather 

than extensions of the self. Inanimate here does not mean the 

literal absence of motion, but rather a simulated release from 
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the hindrances of being alive which are incompatible \\"ith 

circulation and exchangeability. Sensory impm·erishment and 

the reduction of perception to habit and engineered response 

is the inevitable result of aligning oneself \vith the multifarious 

products, services, and "friends'' that one consumes, manages, 

and accumulates during waking life. 

Some of the most basic questions surrounding sleep and 

dreaming, still relevant today, were asked by Aristotle. He 

resisted the temptation to pose sleep as a monolithic state that 

\Vas simply the contrary of \vaking, because of the fact that 

experience did not cease for the sleeper. He wanted to know 

the precise status of the perceptual data designated as dream. 

To what extent are they imaginative, sensory, or merely plwsi

ological processes? Aristotle and his contemporaries, in 

common with most other premodern societies, made qualita

tive distinctions between different kinds of dreams- for 

example, between those that mereh- seemed to rehash the 

emotions and events of the recent past and rarer dreams that 

seemed to have a revelatory or prophetic force. For all the 

cultural diversity in how dreams were understood from antiq

uity into the 1500s, there is nonetheless a near-universal 

acceptance of dreaming as integral to the lives of individuals 

and communities. Onlv from the seventeenth centurv does . . 

this singular element of sleeping begin to be marginalized and 

discredited. Dreaming cannot be accommodated within 

conceptions of mental life based on empirical sense percep

tion or on abstract rational thought. Even earlier, by the mid 
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1-+00s, there is a rejection of the possibility of an interplay 

between dream and waking in European art with the develop

ment of representational techniques designed and quantified 

to exclude lhe illogic and inconsistencies of dream vision. 

Certamly, counter-systemic attitudes to sleep and dream 

persi~ted on the fringes of a modernizing \Vest, although there 

was a vast dispossession and disempowerment in the eight

eenth and nineteenth centuries, when dreaming was severed 

from any residual I inks to a magico-thcological frame\vork. 

The imaginative capability of the dreaming sleeper underwent 

a relentless erosion, and the vitiated identity of a visionary was 

left over for a tolerated minori~· of poets, artists, and mad 

people. Modernization could not proceed in a world popu

lated \vith large numbers of individuals who believed in the 

value or potency of their mvn internal visions or voices. 

Beginning in the nineteenth century. new industries of 

image-making (and later auditory formats) fundamentally 

transformed the very possibility of '\·isionary" experience. In 

the 1839s and 18-+0s, there was an increasing amount of 

research on the features of human vision considered to be 

"subjective," or belonging to the bod~· as the result of internal 

causes or activity. The most significant category of these were 

retinal after-images, nervous and optical phenomena vividly 

discernible to the perceiver with eyes closed. An <:~ccunmlation 

of scientific studies on the temporalities of after-images led 

quickly to the development of corresponding technologies 

through which perceptual experience could be produced 

externally for a new kind of visual consumer. ' These included 
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the phenakistiscope, the zoetrope, and later a variety of other 

pre-cinematic entertainments. However, a veiT different class 

of subjective visual events was also explored, beginning in the 

1830s, often by the same researchers. Far more resistant to any 

quantification or maste~·, these came to be known as hypna

gogic images: the multiform ,·isual occurrences (often 

inseparable from other sense modalities ) that are unique to a 

state of consciousness hovering between wakefulness and 

sleep. Yet knowledge of this evasive phenomenon plainly could 

not lead to any practical or commodifiable applications, and 

by the end of the nineteenth century the study of hypnagogic 

images had ceased, or was pursued mainly in \\"Ork on patho

logical conditions, dissociative states, or personali~· disorders. 

As a postscnpt, nearly a centu~· later, Italo Calvina remarked 

near the end of his life that ci,·ilization as a \\·hole was on the 

\·erge of "losing a basic human facul~· : the power of bringing 

visions into focus with our eves shut."4 

Perhaps the most consequential moment in the de,·aluation of 

dream occurred in the very last year of the nineteenth centun·, 

when Freud completed The Interpretation of Dreams. Here he 

famously designated dreaming as a cordoned-off arena of primi

tive irrationality: "What once dominated waking life while the 

mind was still young and incompetent seems now to have been 

banished into the night . . . Dreaming is a piece of infantile 

mental life that has been superseded."' In fact Freud was unset

tled by dreaming just as he was by trance states, and his work in 

this area is a Procrustean bed on \vhich he attempted to domesti

cate what was outside his control or understanding. Even though 
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we have been in the post-Freudian era for some time, reductive 

versions of his ideas have become common-sense assumptions 

for many who have never read a word of his work. 

The \videly held truism that all dreaming is the scrambled, 

disguised expression of a repressed wish is a colossal reduction 

of the multiplicity of dream experiences. The readiness of 

much of\Vestern culture to accept the general outlines of such 

a thesis is merely evidence of the thoroughness with which the 

primacy of individual desire and want had penetrated and 

shaped bourgeois self-understandings by the early twentieth 

century. As Ernst Bloch and others have argued, the nature of 

wishes and drives has gone through enormous historical 

changes over the last 400 years.r' This is not even to address a 

much longer time frame during\\ hich the notion of "individ

ual desires'' may have been meaningless. Over a century later, 

it is not difficult to see the irrelevance of some of Freud's 

proposals. It 1s impossible now to conjure up an indil·idual 

wish or desire so tma\'0\vablc that it cannot be consciously 

ackno~dedged and \·icariously gratified . Now, during waking 

hours, reality shows and websites indifferently detail e\·ery 

conceivable "prohibited" family romance or antagonism, 

while web pornography and violent gaming cater to any pre,·i

ously unmentionable desire. The unavowable now, in this 

milieu, is any wish for a collective overturning of omnipresent 

conditions of social isolation, economic injustice, and compul

sory self-interestedness. 

But Freud's privatization of dreams is only one sign of a 

broader erasure of the possibility of their trans-individualistic 
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significance. Throughout the hvenheth century, it was generally 

unthinkable that wishes could be for anything other than indi

vidual needs-wishes for a dream house, a dream car, or a 

vacation. Freud \vas one of many for whom the group or commu

nity played only a regressive part in an economy of desire, and 

his \\·ork is merely one instance of a bourgeois horror of the 

cro\\·d. or the horde, whose group actions were inevitably 

unthinking and infantile repudiations of mature individual 

responsibility. But the psychoanalytic reduction not only prohib

its wishes and needs that transcend individual desire and 

acquisitiveness; it also refuses the possibility of dreaming as a 

ceaseless and turbulent convergence of the lived present with 

ghosts from a fugitive and still indiscernable future. It categori

cally binds all dreaming, all wishes, within a closed field of 

forgotten events in the earliest years of one's life. and disempow

ers the dreamer further by restricting the ability to understand 

them to the analyst. Dreams may \Yell be the vehicles of w1shes, 

but the wishes at stake are the insatiable human desires to exceed 

the isolating and pnvatizing confines of the self. 

Of the few voices in the twentieth century to make claims 

for the social importance of dream, one of the best known was 

Andre Breton, supported by his peers, like Desnos, in the 

Surrealist group. Stimulated by Freud's work but aware of 1ts 

limits, Breton outlined a creative reciprocity or circulation 

between waking events and dreams that would be part of a 

revolution on the terrain of the everyday life . His intention was 

to break down any opposition between action and dreaming, 

and to affirm that one would nourish the other. But in the early 
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1930s, when Breton was writing, these proposals collided \\'ith 

prevailing leftist assumptions in which a commitment to revo

lutionary praxis seemed the antithesis of dreaming as merely 

an impotent wish for change. The subsequent course of events 

in Europe in the 1930s obviously made it more difficult for 

Breton's proposals to seem politically relevant. Nonetheless, 

his pages in Les rases communicants, in which he imagines 

Paris being viewed at the breaking of dawn from the hilltop of 

the Sacre-Coeur, are an extraordinary e\·ocation of the latent 

desires and collective powers of a multitude of sleepers.- He 

conjures up in the liminal moment between darkness and 

light, between the restoration of sleep and the \\'orking clay, a 

collaboration vet to come between work and dreams that will 

animate ''the sweeping away of the capitalist world ." Little 

wonder that Freud responded to this text, sent to him by 

Breton, \VIth patronizing incomprehension . 

But at least psychoanalysis took a serious 1f narrow interest 

in dreaming, positionmg it as a state that could inchrectly 

pro,·ide ~nowledge of processes inaccessible to empirical 

im·estigation (at least before the new tools of the neuro

SCiences). Far more prevalent today 1s the indifferent dismissal 

of dreams as a mere self-regulatory adjustment of the ~ensory 

overload of waking life . The specific content of the dream, 

whether semantic or affective, is essential!\· irrelevant to 

neurochemical explanations. With the exception of new-age 

books and therapies centered around dreaming as a path to 

"inner growth" or self-unclerstandmg, most people remain 

incognizant of and uninterested in their own penodic dream 
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production, which might superficially seem like a series of 

pitifully drab or deficient versions of mass-media productions 

of what purport to be dreams. 

\\.'e are now in an era in which there is an overarching 

prohibition on \\'ishes other than those linked to individual 

acquisition, accumulation, and power. In a 24/7 world these 

limits are as much self-enforced as they are imposed exter

nally, but the possibility of self-regulation is the result of 

developments reaching back manv decades. As much as it 

targeted the kind of sociai compromises associated with the 

New Deal. ncoliberalism also reqmred the chsmantlmg and 

effacing of the concrete political and social achie\·ements of 

the 1960s. An array of hopes, Ideas, and practices associated 

retrospectively with the cultures of the l96Us m the US and 

parts of Europe had lo be extirpated or chsc:redl!ed. As 

Immanuel \Vallerstcm and others ha\e convincmgh· argued. 

it is erroneous to depict 1968 as an~thing other than the crest 

of a \\oriel revolution , unprecedented in scale. consisting of 

plural struggles in man\· Sites with comple;; determinatiOns 

Similarly, the last thirt\ years or more ha\ e to be understood 

as a long phase of sustained counter-revolution. Ob\·iously, 

the magnitude of the anti-systemic insurrections in As1a. 

Latin America, and the urban ghettos of the LJS cl emanclecl 

the massive use of interconnected forms of economic . penal , 

and military violence OYer this period-forms of nolence 

that continue to evolve m the present, as a new wave of ~trug

gles and "springtimes" has begun to coale>.ce. For examplt>. 

the current mass incarceration of millions of 
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African-Americans has its ongms in the aftermath of the 

urban uprisings of the 1960s. 

But a parallel counter-insurgency, taking shape in the late 

1970s, was primarily ideological, although sweeping in scope. 

Its target was a tentative constellation of forms of sociality that 

needed to be destroyed or deformed to produce acquiescence in 

the face of the global shift to harsher forms of finance capital 

and the expanding monetization of everyday life. lnterhvined 

with the specifically political movements of the 1960s were a 

wide range of informal challenges to instih1tional demands for 

privatization, social separation, the acquisitiveness of consumer

ism, and the maintenance of class hierarchies. They \Vere 

challenges that took place often stammeringly, naively, incom

pletely-through the actions and inventiveness of new 

collecti,·ities and subjectivities, but also through the defense of 

existing communities. These included the transient occupation 

and activation of social spaces, the claiming of de-indi,·idualized 

notions of the body and the self, experiments with language and 

alternat~ forms of exchange, the creation of new sexualities, and 

the sustaining of marginalities defined not by a repressive center 

but br their own shifting modes of organization. 

Of the many layers of 1960s culture and politics, several 

pervasive and interrelated phenomena required sustained 

counter-action and obliteration over the long term. Foremost, 

perhaps, was the collective and individual understanding, 

arrived at in the 1960s through direct experiences, that happi

ness could be unrelated to mvnership, to acquiring products, 

or to individual status, and could instead emerge directly out of 
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the shared life and action of groups. Gary Snyder's words from 

1969 represent one of many articulations of this pervasive if 

short-lived ethos: "True affluence is not needing any thing." 
Equally threatening to pmver were new forms of association 

that introduced at least a limited permeability of social class 

and a range of affronts to the sanctity of pri\·ate property. The 

chimerical inducements and promises of upward mobility 

began to lose their effectiveness on young people, and there 

were pervasive if diffuse challenges to the centrality and neces

sity of work. "Dropping out" was more fundamentally 

disturbing on a systemic level than many are prepared to admit. 

The 1930s saw the start of a sustained campaign to turn mate

rial pm·ertv into something shameful and repellent. The 

anti-war movement had spmvned both a broad identificahon 

\Vith pacifism and public empathy for the nctims of war; but in 

the 1930s the conditions nurturing these currents had to be 

eliminated and replaced in all areas with a culture of aggressi\·

ity and violence. That millions of supposedly liberal or 

progressi\'e Americans now will dutifully avow that they 

"support our troops" while remaining silent about the thou

sands murdered in imperial wars attests to the success of these 

counter-measures. Begmnmg in the 1980s and continumg 

since, these events of the 1960s and their participants ha,·e 

been ferociously converted into hollow CJ.ricatures, into objects 

of ridicule, demonization, and tri\'ialization. But the e'\tensive

ness and male\'olence of the historical falsifications are an 

index of the danger levels the culture of the 1960s posed, e\·en 

in its afterlife. Though the experimentation of the period with 
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communitarian forms may have seemed new in relation to the 

left of the 1930s and 1940s, it was partly a resurfacing of the 

half-buried dreams of the nineteenth century, when the possi

bility of a socialism of mutual support, of a world divested of 

private property, flourished as visible elements of a contested 

collective imagination. 

The main thrust of the counter-revolution has been either 

the elimination or the financialization of social arrangements 

that had previously supported many kinds of cooperative activ

ity. Through the appropriation of public spaces and resources 

into the logic of the marketplace, individuals are dispossessed 

of many collective forms of mutual support or sharing. A 

simple and pervasive cooperativ·e practice like hitchhiking had 

to be inverted into a risk-filled act with fearful. even lethal 

consequences. Now it has reached the point of laws being 

enacted in parts of the United States that criminalize giving 

food to the homeless or to undocumented immigrants. 

Fredric Jameson and other~ have detailed the operation of a 

cultural P!ohibition, at the structuralle\ el, on even the imagin

ing of alternatives to the desolate insularity of individual 

experience within the competitive \vorkings of capitalist society. 

Possibilities of non-monadic or communal life are rendered 

unthinkable. In 1965, a typical negative image of collectl\·e 

living was, for example, that of the Bolsheviks moving sullen 

working-class families into Doctor Zhivago's spacious and pris

tine home in the David Lean movie. For the past quarter-century, 

the communal has been presented as a far more nightmarish 

option. For example, in recent neoconservative portrayals of the 
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Chinese Cultural Revolution, measures taken against private 

property and class privilege on behalf of collective social forma

tions are equated to the most monstrous crimes in world histo~. 

On a smaller scale, there are the countless narratives of cult-like 

communes of obedient converts ruled by homicidal madmen 

and cynical manipulators. Echoing bourgeois fears in the late 

nineteenth centu~· following 1871, the idea of a commune 

derived from any form of socialism remains systemically intoler

able. The cooperative, as a lived set of relations. cannot actually 

be made visible-it can only be represented as a parodic replica

tion of existing relations of domination. In many different ways, 

the attack on values of collectivity and cooperation is articulated 

through the notion that freedom is to be free of any dependence 

on others, while in fact we are experiencing a more comprehen

sive subjection to the "free" workings of markets. As Harold 

Bloom has shown, the real American religion is "to be free of 

other selves." In academiC circles, the right-wing attack on the 

cooperative is abetted b) the current intellechial fashion of 

denouncing the idea or possibility of community for its alleged 

exclusions and latent fascisms. One of the main forms of control 

m·er the la~t thirty vears has been to ensure there are no visible 

alternatives to privatized patterns of living. 

Jean-Paul Sartre's Critique of Dialectical Reason, one of the 

great works of social thought from the 1960s, provided a power

ful account of how a monadic life-world is perpetuated and 

renderedmvisible. Yet this book, disparaged or ignored during 

the North American heyday of deconstruction in the Reagan

Thatcher era, has a remarkable relevance to the transformed 
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textures of the contemporary everyday. Central to the Critique 
is its meditation on the systemic strategies of separation that 

prevent the objective reality of daily life from being perceived 

by the individuals who inhabit it-a problem no less acute 
today than when it was written, in the late 1950s. Among its 
many interrelated themes, it ~ddressed our relative incapacity 

to see the nature of our own situatedness in the world. For 

better or worse, Sartre made the decision to use the somewhat 
ponderous term "practico-inert" as a crucial category of social 

reality. Yet the awkwardness of this neologism conveys some
thing of the paradox of public and private life humming with 
an unimaginable quantity of activity, while all this restless 
animation and industry is in the service of an effective stasis, of 

maintaining the inertia of existing relations. 

The practico-inert was thus Sartre's way of designating the 

sedimented, institutional everyday world constituted out of 
human energy but manifested as the immense accumulation of 

routine passive activity. It operates as a collective delusion that 

transfo.rms the experience of individual solitude and powerless
ness into something seemingly natural or inevitable. "The 

practico-inert field is the field of our servitude ... to mechani
cal forces, and to anti-social apparatuses." His key term for this 
powerlessness is "seriality," and with it he provides his monu
mental account of the continuous production ofloneliness as a 
fundamental underpinning of capitalism. Seriality is the disper

sal of collectivity into an aggregate of discrete individuals who 

relate to each other only on the basis of hollow or narcissistic 
identities. To Sartre's celebrated examples of standing in line to 
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board a bus, being stuck in traffic, and shopping at the super

market could be added the unfathomable amounts of human 

time expended today in desultory electronic activity and 

exchanges. Whether in the mid twentieth century or today, seri
ality is the numbing and ceaseless production of the same. It is 
the weight of all the counterfinalities that inexorably act against 
our own intentions, our loves and hopes. 

Not by accident, Sartre-along with many other European 

critics-relied on Lewis Mumford's Technics and Civilization, 
a historical survey of rationalized forms of social organization 
that were dependent on an automation of behavior, on the 

training of humans to function habitually and repetitively. 
Sartre describes not only individual isolation but the seriality 
that underlies situations with a manifestly collective or group 

character. He uses the notion of "recurrence" to explain how 
forms of mass conformity and homogeneity are produced in 
consciousness or material culture. His extraordinary analysis of 
radio provides a model vitally relevant to recent debates about 

the consequences of telecommunications and social networks. 

Radio was an instance of what he termed "indirect gatherings," 
and it produced "a unity of individuals outside themselves but 
also determines them in separation and, in so far as they are 

separate, ensures their communication through alterity."8 It is 
regrettable that his plan for a study of television in Volume 2 of 
the Critique was never fulfilled, although his notes for this 
section survive. 

Sartre's project of historical understanding converges on a 
very different kind of group, in his theorization of the "fused 
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group" or "group in fusion." It is only through this privileged 

but precarious formation that there is ever a possible route out 

of the nightmare of serialization and isolation. Its appearance in 

history means the realization of a group whose praxis has the 

capacity to create new forms of sociality, and many sections of 

the Critique are devoted to long analyses of the emergence of 

fused groups in particular revolutionary and anticolonial strug

gles. Deleuze and Guattari found Sartre's model to be 

"profoundly correct."9 They saw it as an overturning of received 

ideas on class struggle: for Sartre there was no such thing as 

class spontaneity, only the spontaneity of the group. To be 

simply a member of a class or a political party was to remain 

locked in a serial identity. It \Vas only a perceptual act-a non

habitual mode of looking-that could trigger an overcoming of 

the practico-inert, by the illuminating recognition of one's 

immediate and lived membership in a group of individuals 

\vith the same material and subjecti\'e experiences. To summa

rize broadly, it was to discern, in a moment charged \vith 

embitter~dness or anger, a condition of commonality and inter

dependence. One made a leap of consciousness to apprehend 

one's own estrangement in others, and this discovery would be 

the basis for "the liquidation of seriality" and its "replacement 

by community." It \vas a revisualization of reality to include the 

understanding that there are shared goals and projects, that 

what one wants most can ne\'er be achieved individually, but 

only by the common praxis of a group, even if the group or 

community thus formed is historically impermanent. 

In obvious ways, this section of the Critique raises crucial 
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questions regarding the nature or possibility of revolutionary 

movements today, and about how groups actuallv come 

together. It also poses the question of whether current forms of 

electronic separJtion and perceptual management are part of 

conditions that would inhibit or deflect the processes Sartre 

details. In what ways are new strata of communication nehvorks 

and their myriad applications essentially new strata of the prac

tico-inert, new appropriations of daily life in which seriality is 

intrinsic to its mutating make-up? All the 2-+17 electronic inter

facing, all the mass immersion at a micrological level in 

contemporary technological culture, might easily be said to 

constitute a new negative unity of passivity and alterity. 

Another very different book from the 1960s engaged some of 

these issues 111 ways also relevant to recent political events. In 

spite of the sectarian enmities of that time, it would be futile to 

claim that Debord's Society of the SfJectacle ( 1967) was not 

marked by some of Sartre'<> formulations in the Critique. Of 

course. in place of the determinations of the group-m-fusion, 

Debord pursues the histoncal fate of \\·orkers' councils. 

I-IO\vever, the immediately vital questions addressed by both 

authors concern what circum~tances either impede or enhance 

the possibilities of collective political action. It is of particular 

urgency given the continuation or aftermath of the insurrec

tional)' events that began in 2011 in Tunisia, Egypt, Wisconsin, 

Spain, Oakland, Bahrain, Zuccoth Park, and elsewhere. It i~ 

worth remembering the concluding paragraphs of Debord's 

book, in which the problem of communication is fore

grounded. He IS hardly alone in emphasizmg the link behveen 
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the words "community" and "communication," where commu

nication is not the transmission of messages but in some way 

an ethos of sharing. Spectacle, he writes, is the expropriation of 

that possibility; it is the production of a one-way communica

tion that he characterizes as '·a generalized autism." Debord 

saw that by the 1960s capitalism had produced a systematic 

breakdmvn in the faculty of encounter (rencontre), and "the 

replacement of that faculty by a social hallucination, an illu

sion of encounter." 111 

The contemporary relevance of these texts, especially at a 

time \\'hen extravagant and dubious claims are advanced on 

behalf of the revolutionary potential of social media, is that 

they enable us to ask what kinds of encounter are in fact possi

ble today. More specifically, \\'hat are the encounters that can 

lead to new formations, to new insurgent capabilities, and 

where can they take place- in what spaces or temporalities? 

How much of the exchange and circulation of information 

occurring electronically today is a colossal amplification of 

,,·hat Sartr~ termed "an im·ersion of praxis into practico-inert 

activity"? How much of the blogging transpiring globally-on 

the part of individuals numbering in the hundreds of millions, 

often using the language of resistance- is equivalent to the 

mass autism that Debord noted? Obviously, political activism 

means creatively using available tools and material resources, 

but it should not entail imagining the tools themselves to have 

intrinsic redemptive values. Lenin, Trotsky, and their cohort 

made use of every communications technology at hand in 

191 7, but they ne,·er elevated them to privileged and 
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sacrosanct determinants of an entire constellation of historical 

events, as some cyberactivists have done in extolling the role of 

social media in recent political mm·ements and uprisings. 

Once there is mystification and the attribution of quasi-magi

cal capabilities to net\\'orks, it becomes like faith in a Ponzi 

scheme that will automaticalk pay oft on behalf of the "eak 

and oppre~scd. The myths of the egalitarian and empowering 

nature of this technology have been cultivated for a reason . 

Police agencies of the global order can only be gratified by the 

\villingness of activists to concentrate their organizing around 

internet strateg1es, by which they voluntarily kettle themselves 

in cyberspace, where state surveillance, sabotage, and manipu

lation are far easier than in lived communities and localities 

where actual encounter~ occur. If one's goal is radical social 

transformation, electronic media in their current forms of mass 

availability are not useless-but only \Vhcn they are subordi

nate to struggles and encounters taking place elsewhere . If 

neh\ orks are not m the sen·ice of already existing relationships 

forged out of shared experience and proximity, they will always 

reproduce and reinforce the separations, the opacity, the 

dissimulations, and the self-interestedness inherent in their 

use. Any social turbulence whose primarv sources are in the 

me of ~ocial media will inevitably be historically ephemeral 

and inconsequential. 

Chantal Akerman's film D'Est (From the East) , made m 1992 

and early 1993. carries a heightened self-conscio~1sness about 

the circumstances of this weighty historical moment. Shot 
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mainly in Poland and Russia in the year and a half following 

the dissolution of the Soviet Union, it discloses a world in 

suspension, on the edge of an undetermined future, yet still 

\veighecl clown by long-standing patterns and habits. Using very 

long takes, it is an extended portrayal of certain textures of 

e\·eryda\ life,'sometimes suggesting a Sartrean seriality. In her 

essay on D'Est, Akerman famously declared that she felt the 

need to make the film "while there's still time" ("tant qu'il en 

est encore temps"). 11 In one sense, she meant that she had to 

finish the project before it was too late, before cultural and 

economic forces transformed the subject of her work into 

something different, even unrecognizable. But, given the 

choices she made of what to record, "while there's still time" is 

also a way of saying: while there is still a world of time-in

common, a ,,·orld sustained by a collective inhabiting and 

sharing of time and its rhythms, in the older sense of the word 

"quotidian." 

Like many in the early 1990s, Akerman understood that the 

collapse ?f the Sm·iet Union and its hold on eastern Europe 

\Yould facilitate the final globalization of the West and the 

implantation everywhere of its values and demands. Thus her 

film was made with an a\vareness of the fleeting interregnum 

it documented. Akerman realizes that the oppositions suppos

edly sustaining the bipolar Cold War \Vorld had become 

mostly illusorv, but nonetheless she affirms that "the east" in 

her film retained singular and long-standing cultural forms 

that were on the brink of being obliterated by the expansion of 

Western capitalism. E\·en though Akerman cautions against 
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any simplistic logic of before and after, D'Est is the testament 

of a social world, however damaged, prior to the imposition of 

neoliberal financialization, pri\ atization, and social atomiza

tion. It is a film about li,·ing in a milieu where "there is still 

time," before the 24/7 non-time of compulson· accumulation, 

of individual choice. 

D'Est records journey~ across territory, through seasonal 

time, from summer to winter. In ways that recall Arendt, the 

film also mm·es between crowded, collectively occupied public 

spaces and the very different textures of sheltered domestic 

spaces. But, more than anything else, D'Est conveys the time 

of waiting. It does this most compellingly in its extended track

ing shots of people standing in line or waiting in railroad 

stations. Akerman shows the act of waiting for itself, without a 

goal, never disclosing why a crowd is formed into a line. As 

Sartre shm,·ecl, the queue is one of the man~· banal instances in 

which the conflict between the individual and the organiza

tion of society is felt, but at the level of the unthought or 

unseen. Certainly, Akerman lets us see the queue as Sartre did, 

as a plurality of separations that become "the negation of reci

procity.'' But one of her revelatory achievements is also to show 

the act of waiting as something essential to the experience of 

being together, to the tentati\ e possibility of community. It is a 

time in which encounters can occur. l\·1ixed in with the anno\·

ances and frustrations is the humble and artless dignity of 

waiting, of being patient as deference to others, as a tacit 

acceptance of time shared in common. The suspended, unpro

clucti,·e time of waiting, of taking turns, is inseparable from any 
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form of cooperation or mutuality. All the preceding decades 

of authoritarian rule had not eradicated certain enduring 

features of community, in part because the brutal but crude 

forms of Stalinist discipline allmved many of the underlying 

rhythms of social time to persist unchanged. 

The forms of control accompanying the rise of neoliberal

ism in the 1990s were more invasive in their subjecti\·e effects 

and in their devastation of shared and collectively supported 

relations. 24r' presents the delusion of a time without \Vaiting, 

of an on-demand instantaneity, of having and getting insulated 

from the presence of others. The responsibilil) for other people 

that proximity entails can now easily be bypassed by the elec

tronic management of one's daily routines and contacts. 

Perhaps more importantly, 24/7 has produced an atrophy of 

the individual patience and deference that are essential to any 

form of direct democracy: the patience to listen to others, to 

wait one's turn to speak. The phenomenon of blogging is one 

example-among many-of the triumph of a one-\vay model 

of auto-chattering in which the poss1bilit) of e\·er having to 

\\a it anclli~ten to someone else has been eliminated. Slogging, 

no matter \\"hat its intentions, is thus one of the many announce

ments of the end of politics. The waiting that one actually does 

now-in traffic jams or airport lines-acts to intensi~' resent

ment and competitiveness with those nearby. One of the 

superficial but piercing truisms about class society is that the 

rich never have to wait, and this feeds the desire to emulate 

wherever possible this particular privilege of the elite. 

The problem of \Vaiting is tied to the larger issue of the 
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incompatibililJ' of 24/7 capitalism with any social beha\·iors 

that have a rhythmic pattern of action and pause. This would 

include any social exchange involving sharing, reciprocilJ', or 

cooperation. Underlying all of these is the model of "taking 

turns," requiring alternating states of assertiveness and acquies

cence. In the 1920s, the social philosopher George Herbert 

Mead attempted to name the constitutive elements of human 

societv-those without which society as such would not be . . 

possible. For I\"leacl, these are neighborliness, helpfulness, and 

cooperation. "The fundamental attitude of helping the other 

person who is clown, who finds himself in sickness or other 

misfortune, belongs to the very structure of individuals in a 

human communit)1." 1 ~ Mead also insists that, for thousands of 

~-ears, these values were also the basis of economic exchange: 

"There is a participation in the attitude of need, each putting 

himself in the attitude of the other in the recognition of the 

mutual value which the exchange has for both.'' Mead's \vork 

can be faulted for its pervasive ahistoricism, but here his 

uni\·ersalizing of the cooperative core of a social \mrlcl brings 

into \"iew more clearly the discordance between twent)·-first

century capitalism and socielJ' itself It also provides a 

background relevant for Bernard Stiegler's diagnosis of a 

contemporary global pathology that renders care for others or 

oneself impossible. 

As I indicated earlier, sleep is one of the few remaining expe

riences \vhere, knowmgly or not, \Ve abandon ourselves to the 

care of others. As solitary and private as sleep may seem, it is 

not yet se\·erecl from an interhuman tracery of mutual support 
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and trust, however damaged many of these links may be. It is 

also a periodic release from individuation-a nightly unraveling 

of the loosely woven tangle of the shallow subjectivities one 
inhabits and manages by day. In the depersonalization of slum
ber, the sleeper inhabits a world in common, a shared 
enactment ofwitl1drawal from tht! calamitous nullity and waste 
of 24n praxis. However, for all the ways in which sleep is unex

ploitable and unassimilable, it is hardly an enclave outside the 

existing global order. Sleep has always been porous, suffused 
with the flows of waking activity, though today it is more 
unshielded than ever from assaults that corrode and diminish 

it. In spite of these degradations, sleep is the recurrence in our 
lives of a waiting, of a pause. It affirms the necessity of post

ponement, and the deferred retrieval or recommencement of 

whatever has been postponed. Sleep is a remission, a release 
from the "constant continuity" of all the threads in which one 
is enmeshed while waking. It seems too obvious to state that 
sleep requires periodic disengagement from networks and 

devices in order to enter a state of inactivity and uselessness. It 
is a form of time that leads us elsewhere than to the things we 
own or are told we need. 

In my account, modem sleep includes the interval before 
sleep-the lying awake in quasi-darkness, waiting indefinitely 
for the desired loss of consciousness. During this suspended 

time, there is a recovery of perceptual capacities that are disa
bled or disregarded during the day. Involuntarily, one reclaims 

a sensitivity or responsiveness to both internal and external 
sensations within a non-metric duration. One hears sounds of 
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traffic, a dog barking, the hum of a white-noise machine, 

police sirens, heat pipes clanking, or feels the quick twitching 
of one's limbs, the pounding of blood in one's temples, and 

sees the granular fluctuations of retinal luminosity with one's 

eyes shut. One follows an uneven succession of groundless 
points of temporary focus and shifting alermess, as well as the 

wavering onset of hypnagogic events. Sleep coincides with 
the metabolizing of what is ingested by day: drugs, alcohol, 

all the detritus from interfacing with illuminated screens; but 
also the flood of anxieties, fears, doubts, longings, imaginings 
of failure or the big score. This is the monotony of sleep and 
sleeplessness, night after night. In its repetition and unconceal

ment, it is one of the unvanquishable remnants of the everyday. 
One of the many reasons human cultures have long associ

ated sleep with death is that they each demonstrate the continuity 

of the world in our absence. However, the only temporary 
absence of the sleeper always contains a bond to a future, to a 
possibility of renewal and hence of freedom. It is an interval into 

which glimpses of an unlived life, of a postponed life, can edge 

faintly into awareness. The nightly hope for the insensible state 

of deep sleep is at the same time an anticipation of an awakening 
that could hold something unforeseen. In Europe after 1815, 
during several decades of counter-revolution, reversals, and 

derailments of hope, there were artists and poets who intuited 
that sleep was not necessarily an evasion or escape from history. 
Shelley and Courbet, for example, are two who understood that 

sleep was another form of historical time-that its withdrawal 

and apparent passivity also encompassed the unrest and 
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inquietude of becoming that was essential to the nascence of a 

more just and egalitarian future. Now, in the twenty-first 

century, the disquiet of sleep has a more troubling relation to 

the future. Located somewhere on the border between the 

social and the natural, sleep ensures the presence in the world 

of the phasic arrd cyclical patterns ~ssential to life and incom

patible with capitalism. Sleep's anomalous persistence has to 

be understood in relation to the ongoing destruction of the 

processes that sustain existence on the planet. Because capital

ism cannot limit itself, the notion of preservation or conservation 

is a systemic impossibility. Against this background, the restora

tive inertness of sleep counters the deathliness of all the 

accumulation, financialization, and waste that have devastated 

anything once held in common. Now there is actually only one 

dream, superseding all others: it is of a shared world whose fate 

is not terminal, a world without billionaires, which has a future 

other than barbarism or the post-human, and in which history 

can take on other forms than reified nightmares of catastrophe. 

It is possible that-in many different places, in many disparate 

states, incl~ding reverie or daydream-the imaginings of a 

future without capitalism begin as dreams of sleep. These 

would be intimations of sleep as a radical interruption, as a 

refusal of the unsparing weight of our global present, of sleep 

which, at the most mundane level of everyday experience, can 

always rehearse the outlines of what more consequential renew

als and beginnings might be. 
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